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/'3STRACT

The transverse modes of high frequency combusticn instabIlity in

liquid propellant rocket motors are studied both theoretically Lnd experimentally.

The nature of the phenomenon is described, and previous experimer,,al and

theroretical work on the prob,:.>- !iussed. A prellm~mn.ry e'-'r'ratory series

of experiments demonstrates the need for additional theoretical analysis in order

to explain three effects: (I) the influence on stability of the orientation

of The .eei.ents of the injection p•itern with respect to Tne radial direction,

(2) the greater tendency to instability ol the spinning forms of tangential

modes as compared to the standing forms. (3) the effect of the distribution of

injection across the irjeceor face.

The basic theory is derived for the case of a circularly cylindrical

combustion chamber with uniformly distributed injection. Follow ng Crocco,

the concept of a sensitive time :ag is introduced. However, dependence of the

time lag on the radial and tangential velocity components as well as on the

thermodynamic state prooerties (represented by the pressure) is assumed. Siall

perturbation theory is "sed, in conjinction with an approximate order of

magnitude analysis, io derive a characteristic equation relating +he 'rqcieancy

of neutral oscillation at the stability limits to the parameluis describing

ihe combustion process. Extensions of the bas;, •, -s made to cover the

cases of (I) nonuniformly distribuTed injection, (2) a var-iable angle sector

motor, and (3) more general lime lag formulations. The use of the sector motor

in the study of tangential modes of instability is discussed. Calculations

for an )dealized rocket motor are presented in order to illustrate the results

of the theoretical analysis.

A series of experiments using both sector and full cylindrica! motors

is described. It is shown that partial and qualitative verification is obtained
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for the theoretical pred*-tions that (1) tV standing form of a ,'angential

mode is more stable than the spinning form beca.sse the tangential veloc'ty

e÷fects are in.operative in the former, (2) the radial velocity fluctuatib..s

cause a shifi of the unstaole ranges of the sensitive time lag, (3) increasing

-tability is oblained as +he propellant inject:u,- is moved toward the center

of the chamber, (4) the pressure dependen, comtion parameters correspood to

those which' govern the longitudinal modes of instabili+v. The validiiy of the

linearized approach is assessed and areas for further theoretical and experimental

work are indicateni
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CHArPTER I

Introduction

A Description of the Phenomenon

in a liquid propel!ant rocket motor, the combustio- process is never

entirely smooth. During the steady state period between starting ana cu"off,

fluctuations occur in all important properties (pressura, temperature, ve!ocity,

etc.) around the desired operating values. The amplitude of such iluctuationf3

can vary over a wide range, from motor TO motor. and in one motor for different

operating conditions. When the fluctuations are completely random, the

operation is classified as "rough" combustion. A qualitative distinction can

be made between "rough" and "smooth" combustion on the basis of the root-

mean-square amplitude of the fluctuations.

Combustion instability, on the other hand, consists of organized

oscillations, which are maintained and amplified by the combustion process

itself. It is generally agreed that there are three kinas of instabil;ly,

differentiated by the frequency of the resulting oscillations. These are

referred to as low, intermediate and high frequency instability.

Low frequency unstable combustion has received much theoreTical ena

experimental study (1,2,3,4)*, It is now rather well understood and compara-

t"'ely easy to avc;d or cure. A theoretical analysis exists for the interme-

diate frequency case (5), but the phenomenon is rarely observed. This

dissertation is concerned with the high frequency type of combustion insta-

bility, which is by far the most dest-uctive type and the most difficult to

contrcl.

* Numbers in parentheses refer to References listed on pp. 120, 12.



High frequency ins+ability is a forced oscillation of the combustion

chamber gases, driven by the combustion process interacting with the resonance

effects of the chamber geometry, with damping supplied by the exhaust nozzle.

The resulting oscillation patterns are very similar to those of the acoustic

modes of the chamber. For a cylindrical chamber, one can dist-nguish between

longitudina! and transverse acoustic modes. In a long;+jdinal mode the prop-

erty variations occur in the axial direction, while conoitions are uniform on

a section normal to the axis. Purely transverse modes involve uniformity of

the properties along the axis, but variations in tne radial and circumferential

directions. Figure I shows the acoustic oscillation patterns for several purely

transverse modes for a circular cross section. The most commonly observed

modes, in order of increasing frequency, are the first tangential, second

"tangential, first radial, and the first combined radial tangential. In the

"ItP" diagrams, several typical isobars are drawn, for a given instant, with

the solid lines indicating values in excess of the mean pressure ievel. The

"IV" diagrams show streamlines at the same instant. Each acoustic mode has a

characteristic frequency, which is related to the S nunber -I'own wlih the

diagrams (the significdnce of this number will be discussed more fully in a

later section). It has-been observed that the frequencies of fullv develop-

ea pure transverse mode combustion oscillations fall within few percent of

Tne-acoustic frequencies for the corresponding modes. Each tangential or

combined mode can exist in two forms: the standing form, in which the nDdal

sufaces (indicated by the solid diametral lines of Figure I) are stationPry,

and the spinning form, in which the nodal surfaces rotate at the angular fre-

quency of the oscillation. The two forms of the first tangential mode are

illjstrated in Figure 2 which shows schematically pressure and velocity

Patters at four instantz duri.g a period of oscillation.



Purely longitudinal modes occur in chambers with large length to

d,ame',er ratio- tL/D ý. I); purely transverse modes, for L/D<,-I combined

longitudinal-trar-sverse rnocs may be cbserved when L/D-•I ; provided in all

cases ihat certain requirements for instability are met. The derivation and

discussion of these requiremen+s is fihe substance cf this dis,ýerTatior.

A linearized theoretical ana;vsis will be employed; althouoh soch

a theory is capable of predicing the onset -.f instability, it is entirely

unable to determine the characteristics of the fully developed oscillations.

In particular the amplitude of the fluctuations, which is set Lýy various

competing non-I inear processes, may be smalll or.,targe4- depeOdN16onthe,-•

mode and the operating conditions. The amplitudes of purely transverse modes

have been observed in most cases to be very large; peak-to-peak values of

up to 300% of steady state chamber pressure were measured in the course of

this investigation. One of the most detrimental consequences of such

oscillations is the burnout of combustion chamber hardware because of the

abnormally high heat transfer rates associated with instability. In one

ser;es of tests (6) a jump in wall heat flux from 3 up to 13 Btu/in 2-sec,.

was measured accompanying the onset of a transverse mode osci I lation. Such

effects provide a strong motivation for investigations leading to a better

understanding and control of this phenomenon.

B. Previous experimental work

A considerable amount of experimental work has been done on

combustion instability in rocket mwtors. However, very little of +his 'effort

h-s been of a systematic nature, or has been connected with theore-ical

considerations. The initial studies of Be-man and Cheney (7) of longitud?-

inal modes of oscillation used slit window photographic methods. They-

"detected the buildup of small disturbances into high amplitude shock type

waves, and showed that the frequencies of oscillation approximated the
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acoustic frequencies within the comb 3tion chamber. Ellis and his asso-ates

(8) correlated measurements of pressure fluctuations with the opt:cal methods

used almost exclusively by Berman and Cheney in their initial studio'.

Later work by Ellis extended the optical studies tu transverse modes

(9). These ;rnvest;gations showed high particle velocities (of the order of

2000 fps) and spiral particle trajecor_' (in a plane norir.1 -in combus-

tion chamber axis). The changes in the oscillation patterns observed in using

chambers of different diameters and different injector configurations were

explaine6 .;o i iatively by means of a "propellant preparation time" and its

relation to the "wave travel time", the latter being a function of the chamber

size.

Various methods have been developed by the industry to compare the

stability of different motor configurations by pulsing during steady state

rocket operation. In one method, a series of calibrated powder charges is

fired tangentia4l'ii AtoýtneechhamtheF in-toeder. to disturb-the-c6mbustion-and

flow patterns. Each charge is stronger than the preceding one. Shutdown of

the rocket-motor is effected automatically following the onset of instabili-

ty. The number of charges fired is thus-a measure of the relative stability

of the motor at the particular operating conditions of the test. W1,i i sich

studies are of undoubted value in the development of a rocket engiiie system,

thev contribute -- latively little to the fLndamental ¶%nde.-standing of the

phenomenon of instability.

Male, Kerslake, and Tischler (10) at the NASA Lewis Research Center

made optical studies which corroborated those of other expcrinenters (7, 8).

In addition, they noted some inter5.rion effe-ts between longitudinal and

transverse modes of oscillation, as well as the greatly increased heat transfer

-to the combustion chamber walls which is associated with transverse modes of
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instability. Other interesting aspects of combustion instability involving

chamnber geometry were investigated by this group ,I1. However, no attempt

was made to determine the underlying mechanisnqs.

Investfgations by Osborn and Bonnell (02, 13) using a gas rocket

system have sought to assess the effects of such parameters as chamrLr

geometry, chamber pressure, apd proee11ant cnemistry on combustion i-Htabilify.

Working wit' a constant diameter, variable length motor, they have noted with

some propellants sharp changes in the stability behavior for transverse modes

when the chamber length is increased to the point where long;iudinal mode

insTability is possible, thus indicating important interaction effects between

longituoinal and transverse modes. They have also reported widened instability

regions with propellants of higher heat release rates.

All of the investigatiorns described above were restricted to the

purely empirical approach, rather than attempting fundamental, systematic

studies based on a quantitative theory.

C. Previous theoretical work

Probably the first theoretical investigation of the interaction of

pressure waves and combustion was that made by Rayleigh in his explanation

of Rijke tones (II). He concluded that in order for heat to drive a stzofing

wave, the heat input should maximize with ti.na when the pressur; i- at its

local maximum. Subsequent investigations have exfzndsd Rayiqi-h's analysis

To more general combustion systems.

The concept of a combustion Time !ag as a coordinating influence to

excite organized osciliaTions in a liquid propellant rocket combustion chamber

originated in von Karman's group at the ýet Proplulsion Laboratory in 1941.

Gunder and Friant (2), Yachter (3) and Summerfield (4) made analyses of low

frequency instability (which depends upon the interaction between the feed

system and combustion process) based on a constant time lag. However, it was
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impossible to explain high frequency combustion Instability using a constant

time lag.

Crocco (15) introduced the lime varying combustion time lag in his

analysis of high frequency instability. He represented the total time lag I'T-

as the sum of two parts; The constant "insensitive" time lag 'Z , and the

"sensitive" time lag r , which varies wi+h time, respondlnq to fluctuations

in the chamber conditions. Thus

Rather ti.n trying io describe quan+itatively the effect of eacn of the

chamber conditions on the time lag, the simplifying assumption was made that

the variations of all physical factors could be correlated with values of the

local pressure. For small amplitude perrurbations, the rate at which the

sensitive time lag is affected can be expressed by
t

= t'

where the barred quantities correspond to steady state. The factorA'V was

called by Crocco the "interaction index".

The synthetic representation of the combustion process by means of

the time lag concept eliminates the need for information on any of the specific

processes occurring in the chamber, such as atomization, vaporization, mixing,

chemical kinetics, etc. This fact constitutes the primary c'.'antage ;t the

time lag type analysis, since very little qu-nt;tBt+ve information is available

concerning the details of these various processes.

The application to the sensitive time lag theory to the longitudinal

mode was first made by Crocco in 1951 (15). The expanded and generalizea theory

of longitudinal mode combustion instp.ility was published, bLt without experi-

mental verificatXDn. in 1956 by Crocco and Cheng (I). The validity of th-- theo-

ry was shown in a series of experiments reported by Crooco, Grey and Harrje (16).
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In th- loller paper, a simple means for measuring the combustion parFameters

and through stability limits tests was presented. The first application of

the sensitive time lag theory to transverse modes was made by Scala (5), who

consiaered the stability of general three dimensional perturbations on a one

dimensiona! steady state flow situation. h. was able io presenT only iimited

results calculated from his theory, and no experimental results, although he

was able to show theoretically the destabilizing effect of increasing the

nozzle enfret,:c . r,,. number. The above mentioned i nvestitl:on- of Crocco

and his associates (1,5,15,16) provided an important f-undation for the present

study of transverse mode combustion instability.

Maslen and Moore (17) invesligated theoreticallyl-he effdcts of

viscous damping in a chamber without combustion. Their results showed that

large amplitude non-shock type waves could exist in the spinning form of the

tangential mode, but that the standing mode was subject to damping proportional

to the ampliTude. The damping of the fundamental longitudinal mode was shown

to exceed that of the first tangential mode for low values of the ratio of

chamber length to diameter.

Recently, Pickfc)rd and Peoples (18) have attempted to analyze the

stability of IiquLd rocket 'dontusiti.od:bby means of.an avea'lable enorgy,, -

concept, in an attemF4 :2t an a priori calculation of st6 .Iity behavior from

knowledge of the physical and chemical nature of the propellants,the injection

process, etc. However, it appears that the accomplishment of this objective

still lies in the future.

D. Preliminary exploratory testing

At the time of the !nitiation of the experimental phase of this

investigation of transverse mode instability, the theoretical analysis had

not been carried beyorj that of Reference 2, and because of the complexitity
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of the computations required, very little guidance was available from that

source. Therefore the experimental pzogram begahnwith a. series of exploratory

tests designed to reveal the most significant parametevs, on whic., the later,

more systematic tests were to concentrate. The first series of exploratory

tests was in the form of a parameter survey. Later, a second group of

experiments using half chambers ano aldmetral barriers was made in order ?r

evaluate a proposed method of stability limits testing.

The experimental apparatus consisted of a sectioned, uncooled,

copper ru•,t- motor and its associated hard-6, • ond ins-iru.¶ientoation (Figures

3 and 4). The three parts of the motor--the spud type injector, the four inch

long cylindrical chamber section, and the nozzle-!were held together by a

hydraulic cylinder arrangement to facilitate parameter changes. This system

had been used successfully on the Iongitudinjl program. The length of the

cylindrical section was fixed by the so-called "critical length" of the pro-

pellant-injector combination (the length below which longitudinal mode inst-

bility is not possible), since It was desired to study purely transverse modes.

The nozzle consisted of a 300 half-angle convergent part blending into a ci,--

cular arc throat and followed by a 150 half-angle divergent cone. Thj throat

diameter and the subsonic length wore determined by-the combination of 1hrust

level, chamber pressure, and chamber diameter. Al: surfaces exposed :o the

hot combustion s wcre ceramic coated (0.012" z;r.onlum oxide over 0.003"

nicket-chromium) to reduce heat transfer. Starting was accomplished by means

of a solid propellant squib which ignited a gaseous hydrogen preflow. The

hydrogen flow was terminated at the time of fuel introduction. The pressuri-

zed feed system made use of cavit&-flng venturis for flow regulation. Ruts

durations varied between one-half and three seconds.

Instrumenlation included the usual steady-state equipment (propellant
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flow rates, chamber and injector pressures, etc.) and high response water

cooled strain-gace pressure transducers (19) flush mounted in the chamber.

Six locations were p-ovided for the high frequency transducers in the nyliiz-

drical chanber section, in two axial and three meridianal planes, in order to

investigate the oscillation wave pattcrns. The steady and f'uc-'.tirZ compo-

nents of each pressure signal were senarated,the steady state portion appear-

ing on a recurding potentiometer and the fluctuating portion on a seven channe!

FM magnetic tape recorder. Amplitudes and frequencies of the recorded pressure

oscillation. were then measured electronically from the tape rzcofding. A

special run cutoff device provided rapid shutdown in the event of a large ampli-

tude instability, in order to minimize-burnout of the hardware. -A detalled

discussion of the instrumentation is found In (ZO.

The exploratory tests were designed to investigate the following

parameters, each of which was to-be varied independently of the others:

(I) Chamber dianieter--In the transverse -node theory, it was shown

thet the chamber diameter (or radius) is the characteristic length associated

with trdnsverse modes of oscillation. For the exploratory tests. three-dia-

meters were chosen, in a range practical for testing at the Porrestal Research

Center rocket test facility. These diameters were 3, 6, and 9 inches. aý-w-

ever, it was found that the three inch diameter equipment coul-d not b- designed

with the flcxibility required by the explorato-,, sciis. Most of tie experi-

ments were conducted, therefore, with the two larger diameters.

(2) Chamber pressure---The effect of this parameter was largely

unknown at the sMart. Although some effect on the combustion parameters (time

lag and interaction index) was expected: no clear trends had been shown by

longitudinal mode testing. The levels selected for testing were 150, 500, aid

-900 psia.

(3) Thrusts-The effec' of the thrust levei wds dibo unknown.
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injectlon veiociiies were kept ccistanT, and the- thrust was varied by means

of the injector hole size. Some effect on the combustion parameters could

be expected from the hole size changes because of differences in ihe atomi-

zation characteristics of the injectors. In addition, the thrust level,

chamnber pressure, and chamber diameter determine the chamber Nach number,

which had been shown to be o:- tre in the limited res4!t. -resented in

Reference 2. Tests were made at thrust levels of 10, 500 and iOO0 pounds.

(4) Mixture ratio---The longitudinal -stability limits testing

demcibirafed that.the combustior paronietrs wece.trofigly aoendentQ._MJXetir

ratio. The exact physical nature of this dependence remains to be determined.

Mixture ratios from 1.0 to 2.2 were surveyed. Included in this-range were

the maximum characteristic velocity (c*) ratio (1-.4 for the propel lants used)

and the stoichiometric ratio (-2.09).

(5) Design mixture -ratio-This parameter-was defined as that ratio-

at which the bipropellant injection velocities were equal and-tfe-net momen-

tum of the spray produced-by the doublet injetor was axial. Varying the-

design mixture ratio over the values of 1.0, 1.4, J.8, and 2.2 resulted ir.

changes in injector hole size as welfi as in the angles of the injector pas-

sages with respect to the combustion chamber axis, with important e-recib on

atomization and mixing t6 be-expected. However, the influence of st-ch effects

could not be predicted. Most of the te~l-s wee ,friade r-ng the 1.4 design mix-

ture ratio injectors4

(6) Injector type-A simple-unlike impinging doublet type injector,

with impingement at the injector face and 12 orificewpairs, was-chosen-for the

initial tests of the exploratory '%,r!es. Although-the combustion parameters-

had been clearly shown to be strCn9 functions of injector type, the greatest

amount of longitudinal experience had been obtained with such an Injector.
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(7) Propellants--As in the case of the type of injector, the

propeilant combination was known to have a strong influence on stability. The

combination of liquid oxygen and 95 percent ethyl alcohol (Solox) was chosen

for the first series, again on the basis of greatest instability testing ex-

perience.

(8) Injection diameter---Tn the exploratory test series, the 12

injection points were equally spaced around the circumferencu of a single

circle. Other experimenters had noted a destabilizing trend as the diameter

of the inje.ct:-n, -ircle approached the chamber diameter. Injectors were

desighed for 2 - 1/4, 5, and 8 inch circles. However, the smallest of these

proved to be impractical.

(9) Orientation---For maximum experimental flexibility, spud type

injectors were used (Fi-gures 5 and 6). Each doublet pair was contained in a

single spud, which could be oriented in either of two ways, 900 apart (see

Figure 7). In the "radial" orientation, each spud was arranged so that the

line of centers of the injection orifices lay along a radius. With the

spud roteted through 900 to the "tangential" orientation, the line of centers

was tangential to the injection circle. The spud orientaii~n poyeu -o i.• e

one of the most important parameters.

The exploratory testing was begun at the 100 poundr'thrust ie~vel.

However, the results were somewhat indeterminate Wken oscillations were

present, the amplitudes were very small. In addition, reliable starting was

a problem becauose the small throat diameiers necessitated the use of a spark

.:;n, ler rather than the solid propellant .. qui, used in longitudinal made

stabili-ty tests (16). Also, with the small propellant flows involved in

these tests, considerable trouble was had with clogging of the caviita1ng

venturis. Therefore, after a limited number of tests, The 100 pound level

was discarded in favor of the more reasonable 500 pound Thrust level.
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Six _sries of tests comprised the exploratory testing at the 500

pound thrust level. These series were as follows:

I - 9" chamber, 5" injector, spuds tangential

2 - 9" chamber, 81i injector, sDuds tangential

3 - 6" chamber, 5" injector, spuds tangentiai

4 - 9" chamber, 9" injector. spuds radial

5 - 9" chamber, 8" injector, spuds radial

6 - 6" chamber, 5" injector, spuds radial

In each -- ies, a mixtt re ra-io survey was made (the desig:: mixture ratio was

1.4 for- all series) at each of threeachamber pressure levels, 1506 500, and

900 psia. The results of these tests-are snown in Figures 8 and 9.

In Figure 8, the test points of series I to 3 are plotted on the

chamber pressure, mixture ratio plane, with the nature of the oscillation

shown by the shading of the-point. -It can be seen that all tests with the

tangential orientation were unstable in the first tangential mode. Many of

the tests caused destruction of the pressure transducer or of chamber or

injector parts, in spite of the run shutdown device. The peak-to-peak amp-

litudes of the pressure flutuations- varied between I/i and 330 psi on these

tests. Figure 10 shows the wave shapes, and indicates the use of :-urtiple

pickups to determine the wave pattern within the-combustion Chamh)r. It was

observed that-the oscillations in these tet7 vere aWl of the spinning type.

This fact can-be seen in Figure 10 in that +he 900 phase lag of trace 2 with

respect to trace I corresporas exactly to the spacing of the two pressure

transducers around- the circumference ot the chamber. In acdition, PT CCdn be

seen that the pressure oscillation near the nozzl6 is smaller and less steep-

ened than, and lags slightly behind, the oscillation near the injector. This

S.result is to be expected, since it has been shown that the combustion zone,

with this particular injector and propellant combination, is concentrated
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within 2" of the injector face. None of the waves, even close to the injector,

showed steepening into shock-type waves, in contrast with those observed on

longitudinai tests (Figure ii). Although all tests with the tangential orlentation

were unstable, the amplitudes of the fully developed oscillations were greatrer

when the propellants were injected near the chamber wall (Figure 8), t-hus showing

one effect of the injection diameter,

Quite different results were obtained with the radidi spud orientalion

as shown in Figure 9. The first observation which can be made Is that the radia! -

orientation +eA-s were more stable than the tangential. Only the 9" chamber with

the 811 injector gave well defined zones of instability. The first tangential

mode was observed at the lowest pressure level for mixture ratios in the vicinity

of the design point (1.4). The disappearance of the first tangential mode can

be explained qualitatively by the fact (determined by the analysis of Reference

5) that decrease in the chamber Mach number is stabilizing. Since all tests of

this series were made at the 500 pound thrust level, the higher pressures were

obtained by decreasing the size of the nozzle throat, thus decreaaing the

chamber Mach number. i.t higher pressures, the second tangential mde was ob-

served, but with very much smaller amplitudes. No calculatiins were made in

Reference 2 for the second tangential mode. However, the presence of the relond

mode in these tests agrees well with theoretical results presented In a !a+er

section. It can be seen that only for this serier ON were well defined sta-

bility limits observed, to which a linear theory could be appiled.

Injection of the propellant nearer to the center of the combustion

ca-imber was seen in series 4 tests (9" chamber, 511 injector, radial orientatiol,)

to have a stabilizing effect, a result which agrees qualitatively with the re-

duced amplitudes of the corresponding tangential orientation tests (series I).

The results of the 6" chamber, 5" injector tests (radial orientation) were

not ciear. AT the low pressure ievei sTability was observed. At higher
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pressures the traces showed several modes present intermittently, including

the rirst and second tangential and first radial modes. The stability of the

6" motor as contrasted to the instaoi!ity observed for similar operating ccn-

ditions wilh the 9" motor can be explained qualitatively by noting that while

the resonance properties of the 9*1 chamber were matched to the time lag of the

combustion process, the decrease in diameter destroyed the re-onant coupling.

At this point, the need for more systematic experiments,

involving the determination of stability limits, which could be compared

quantitatively with the theory being developed, became clear. In the longi-

tudinai program, the primary experiment is that of determining limits of

staoility on the mixture ratio-chamber length plane. Because of the fact

that the length of the chamber (above a certain minimum) has little effect

on the combustion pattern but a grea+ effect on the resonance properties of

the chamber, such limits can be used to deduce valueb of the combustion para-

meiers, the sensitive time lag z and the interaction index/7L (16).

For the case of the tangential modes of transverse instability,

the "sector motor" concept was evolved. In this type of test, only one

sector of the motor is operated, the rest of the charher ar-j nozzle (to The

throat) are filled in with a copper insert. Such a motor is shown schemati-

cally in Figure 12(b) and in Figure 13.

A 1800 or half chamber, formed by means of an insert, can oscillate

only in the stanoaig form of a langential mode. On the other hand, a full

360o chamber can sustain either the standing or spinning form of the mode.

As in the tests discussed above, the spinning form is the one normally c•-

served in an unstable full chamber. According to the pressure sensitive time

lag theory of (5), the stability behavior should be thp same for both thr

full and half chambers, as long as the operating conditions are the same. A

series of tests was made in order to test this conclucion. The reultls are
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presented in Table I. All tests were made at the same conditions of chamber

pressure and mixture ratio, but it is clear that the stability behavior of the

two forms of firs+ tangential mode-is not the same.

Further tests in this series made use of barriers, of 1/4" thick

steel and of various lengths, placed in the chamber along a diametral surface,

instead of the 1800 sector insert (see Figure 12(a)). Such barrier, were

found to be capable of producing the same stable operation as the full 1800

insert. It was also determined that stable operation resulted with a barrier

only 5/8" Ion-, if the barrier was placed against the injector face. If a

space was left between the injector and barrier, instability was observed,

even though a longer 'barrier was used. The conclusions to be drawn are that

the pressure sensitivity theory of (5) Is not sufficient to explain completely

transverse modes of instability, and that the additional effects, which cause

the spinning form to be much more unstable than the standing form, are con-

centrated near the injector face, in the early combustion zone.

In order to investigate the transition from the stable standing

form of the tangential modes to the unstable spinning form, the permanent

steel barrier was replaced with a destructible one. The i .ý;r :i ade of

aluminum, 1/8" thick by I" long, and was placed against the injector 'ace.

Experiments showed that the aluminum barrier remained essentially intact for

the first second of operation, but disappeared quickly at that time. Thus

each -aluminum barrier test could show motor operation under both stable and

unstable conditions.

A comparison of the stabi . y of the standing and spinnIng modes

using the tangential spud orientation is shown in Figure 14. The first and

second lines represent the whole and hatf chamber tests, re~pectively, which

were discussed above. The third and fourth lines present the results of the

aluminum barrier tests. it can be seen that the early portion of these tests
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corresponded to the 1800 sector tests, and that as soon as the constraint to

The standing mode was removed, the rocket operation became unstable. In the

transition period a smooth increase in amplitude from the combustion noise

level io that of the fully developed oscillation was observed.

Results of a similar series of experiments using the radial spud

orientation are presented in Figure 15. Just as in the tangeitial orientation

tests, the unstable region observed with full chamber operation was not pre-

sent in the half chamber tests. The aluminum barrier tests reproduced the

half chai'ner test results during the early portion of each run (t < I second).

However, unlike the corresponding tangential orientation tests, when the

barrier burned away, the rocket motor operation remained stable. Such

anomalous behavior may indicate the existence of non-linear effects during

the startinQ transient period of the radial orientation tests.

The exploratory test program demonstrated three effects not pre-

dicted by previouis theories. They were: (I) the marked difference in sta-

bility behavior between the tangential and radial soud orientations, (2) the

Sgreater tendency to instability of the spinning mode comnared to the standing

mode, and (3) the effect of the injection didmeier i.. ; isje~rion pattern

concentrated on a single circle. It then became necessary to modif. tne

existing theory in an attempt to explain the effects noted.

These modifications are developed in the following two chapters.

in Chapter II, the stability analysis is made for a one dimensional steady

state flow, which implies that the injection is uniformly distributed. The

geometry of iihe combustion chamber is ihai of a circular cylinder, cor:e-

a sponding to the full chamber used in the exploratory tests. The analysis

is extended in Chapter III to cover cases of non-uniformly distributed .n-

jection and is also applied to the sector motor. Chapter IV presents ex-

perimental data which is compared with the theoretical preIctons t,

validity of the modified theory is then assessed.
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Cl ,PTER HI

Instability Analysis for a Circular Cylindrical
Combustion Chamber with Uniform Injection

A. Governing Equations

The analysis which follows is based on tne consider-tion of the

stabilii ý of small pertirbations. Each of the quantities describing the '!ow

in the rocket motor ;s assumed to oscillate about a given steady state value.

For c-et-ii operating conditions, the oscillation amplitudes will increase

with tirme. even for arbitrarily small initial amplitudes. Since random fluc-

'uations of small but finite amplitude (generally referred to as "combustion

noise") are always present in a rocket motor, such unstable operating condi--

tions must be avoided. The approach which will be used in the determination

of the stability of a rocket combustion system is the foli.wing. Conditions

will be established ýor the existence of neutral oscillations, the amplitudes

of which neither increase nor decrease with time. The assemblage of the

operating points of the system which satisfy the conditionb for neutrei oscil-

lation forrr the "stability limits" which divide the .--s+ab"e from the fteb!e

regions of operation. The complete stability behavior uf the rockes ij des-

cribed by specifying the stability limits and indicating the unstable regions.

The rocket motor to be considered consists of a circular cylindrical

combust'on chamber of length Lc and radius rc, followed by a converging-

diverging expansion nozzle. The walls are assumed to be rigid, impervious,

and adiabatic. The medium wiThin ile chamber consists of gaseous products

of combustion in which are distributed burning droplets of the liquid pro-

pellants. The volume occupied by the liquid is take., to be negligibly

small. In this two phase flow, the burning droplets act as distributed

sources of mass, momentum, and energy. It is assumed tiat combustion is
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completed within the combustion chamber and that the gas velocity in the

chamber Is so small that the square of the Mach number is negligible compared

to unity. Thus, In this Ideal rocket motor, the flow is divided into two

parts, a low speed combustio4 process and an expansion to supersonic velocity

without combustion.

It is convenient to carry out the analysis in tcrn.s of the follow-

ing dimcnsionless variables:

pressure 4 =

desoslty

temperature T. V

enthalpy Y--

entropy 4' 2S(2.1)

velocity V = --

mass burning rate per unit volume -

time ,

axial distance -

radial distance VP

where c* Is the velocity of sound, C*p is the constant pressure specific
p

heat, Y*utis the ratio of specific heats, and P* is the gas constant. The
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subscript o denotes values at the injector face, I indicates a dimensional

quantity, a superposed arrow indicates a vector, and barred quantities corre-

spond to steady state. Droplet properties will be denoted by the subscript

L. It should be noted that the droplet density.;"'t is the total mass of

droplets per unit volume of gas. Since the s'eady state gas velocity must

vanish at the injector face, ) F.* % and a gt n

tities. The cylindrical coordinate system is shown in Figure 16.

The equations stating the zonservation of mass, momentum, and erergy

for the system of burning droplets and rcmbustion products will be presented

here without derivation. For a more complete discussion, the reader is

referred to References(l) and (5). The contirnuify equai-;ons are

-- ÷ .•p•) = -,=.-• . .. -)
at :- (2.2a)

Neglecting viscous effects, the conservation of momentum takes the form

a2 f J. " -J P "z=, -. ' .-

(2.2b)

+ -77 = --P . v

In the energy conservation equation, terms expressing the work done by

viscous stresses and heat transferred by conduction or diffusion will be

neglected. Then the energy equation in terms of the stagnation enthalpy,

(2.2c)/'p [. " yQ ; .

., ".R• •- . , :: - ~ -- -. ,_( ,.
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where-LS includes the chemical e-ergy of the propellants.

The momentum intercnange between the liquid and gaseous phases can

be expressed by the equb';on

(2.2d)

where the coefficient A is related to the frictional drag. The equation

describing the energy transfer between phases will, foilowing Crocco (I),

be replaced by the simple relation

+ L 0
"(2.2e)

The equation of state of the combustion gases is taken as

P (2.2f)

The set of equations to be solved must be completed by an expression

for the burning rate Q, to be derived in a later section, and appropriate

boundary conditions on all of the variables.

Each quantity is now written as the sum of , s+Red'y State part and

a time varying perturbation. Thus the pressure is expressed as

(2.3)

where • is the sieddy state pressure and ') is the complex, space dependent

perturbation amplitude. (For simplicity in the analysis below the term

"pressure perturbation" will be understood to mean •' only).
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st

In the time dependent factor e , ;=+o., in which the real part 2

is the amplification factor and the imaginary part is the frequency

of oscillation.* Tne condition X=O corresponds to neutral oscillation at

a stability limit, while(O ,A.), represent stability and instability,

respectively. As mentioned above, the analysis will be directed toward

the determination of the conditions which prevail when Xxo or - It is

assumed that the perturbations are sufficiently small that The squares and

products of perturbations can be neglected in comparison to the steady state

values.

The components of the vectorial gas and droplet velocities V

and VL , are represented as follows:

axial components LAL j LL.

radial components v -i-r

tangential components W., W-

The steady state flow is assumed to be one dimensional, although the

perturbations will be considered in three dimensions, thus

V LL VL = "L.

and the time and transve.rse space derivatives vanish in th, steady state

governing equations.

*In the complex representation of oscillatirg quantities, used in this
analysis, the actual physical value of a c-antity is given by the real
part of the corresponding complex expression.

i
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The sistem of steady s-atP equations: is then

(2. 5a)

d _

(iF (2.5d)

S(2.5e)

(2.5f)

di

with the lol lowing boundary conditions at _ 0

u=o, ULL UL, L /01-o

• :-so, Ls Lso, 0o

The continuity equations are integrated to give

f', t• •(2.6)

where is the propellant injection rate. The momentum equato-n

yields

- ~- ~ )(2.7)

Then, since T - , the steady sl•ategoss dens Iy-!(s- given

by .

-(2.8)

f'~IA
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The dimensionless gas vel.ecity u, which iV very nearly equal to the Mach

number, increase5 from zero at the injector face to a maximum valuQ Ue at

the chamber exit (or nozzle entrance) station, z = ze it is

assumed that the exit vwlcity Ue is small enough thaT its square is negligi-

ble compared to unity. That is, the analysis will be carried out to Inc~ude>

terns of the same order of magnitude :, x!4- velocity (wrlit. syb-'n-

cally as O(6e) ), but terms of Mhe order of Ue2 wiIl be neglected.

The order of magnitude comparisons to be ,iade in The following

analysis are not .n-+ended lo be mathematica.Hy exact, but rather to express

relations which are approximately true in the range of parameter values

considered.

Liquid injection velocities are typically scmewhat less than the

chamber exit velocitles. Initially, the droplet velocity decreases because

the gas velocity is very nearly zero in the vicinity of the InJectcr. For

injection into stagnant gas, equation (2.5e) gives

The distance which the droplet penetrates into gas is then

A reasonable assumption is that the "penetration distance" 94 is 0(l),

so that the droplet coefficient i is O(ue), Therefore, the dropiet

velocity decreases gradually, as the gas velocity ;ncredses tis 1.3 combustion,

until the two velocities are equal. Thon UL increases-again as the diroplets

are carried along with the gas stream toward the nozzle. The droplet velocity

is aiways less than the gis velocity and approaches it asymptotica!ly. It

is clear that the momentum Interchange coefficient as will Increase a the

droplet vaporizes and burns. Rather than take this variation into account

specifically a constant, effective value wi-Il be used.
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The steady siate values of nressure, temperature, and density are,

to 0(De) ,
e T (2.9)

The relation between the gas velocity and -the burning rate is

or

- de

(2.lOb)

Integration of equation (2,5f) yields

constant ~ 9 LSO

Introducing this result into the energy equation (2.5c) gives

whlcn can be written as

df o

and integrates to

The orly constant ,Wue which will satisfy T•his relation is zero. -Therefore

S r

In order to investigate the stability problem for a pa-tiCuaar

rocket motor, it is necessary to have s.,ecifled the steady state combustion

distribution function Q (Z) , equivalently, the gas velocity distribution

u(Z) . The liquid droplet velocity can be found in terms of the gas velocity

from equation (2.5e), as discussed in Appendix A. Then, since it is assumed

that combustion is complete at the chamber exit, the liquid density Is
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obtained from the continuity equation by the relation

ke) eL.)
(2.12)

In order to obtain the solution for the unsteady flow, the steady

state solution, equations (2.9) to (2.12). is perturbed by writing

S j

""LitQ O StS)

_ks ' -5 -t &cs F

as discussed above. The exr s (2.13) are then inserted into the

equations governing the flow, equations (2.2a) to (2.2f), the indicated

differentiations and multiplications are carried out, and the terms involving

squares and products of perturbations are neglected. Then subtraction of the

steady state equations and cancellation of the factor est give the equations

to be satisfied by the perturbations 0i. e., the space dependent pfi turbation

amplitudes). These sTeps are presented in detail in (5) and will not be re-

peated here. The resulting perturbation equations (in cyliidrical coordinate,)

are the following:

continuity,

SjP + --- +- 1 +-9 - + _ . I -
r(2.14a)

i)~~~ C. i a U_- '• o_ ,•
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axial cr,.ponent of moment m,

_(' • /)•- - /+ '- 4-Z•j W4"2&rp.-•

-- 2• 12C 0f
A LL L - , a- ( 2 .1 4 b

ril cOft of e

radial component of moementum

+++ LrZ ~~

4ro I ti dyn2.14c)

tangential component of momentum,

S WL +FL-1,' 4 d X iýýw -d~ L-i

sate, Ia-a

+.Pat L 4. _(2. 14d)

energy,

5' YL "t" fs •(2.14e)

droplet dynamics,

4(2.14f)

S~.+ LWL.~L~~~W

state,

*'~p'~-r'(2.149)
and droplet energy,

This last equation is satisfied by

/ "~ 'A '
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Assuming that the enthalpy (or energy) of the liquid propellants supplied

to the rocket motor is constant, i 0, and thus S 0 . Introducing

this result into the energy equation and replacing the stagnation enthalpy

perturbation by

(bince T. = I for the nondimensionalizaTion zcheme used, and The equcT:or

of state gives T= j'-lo ) yields a modified energy equation.

J J I -7 L(2.141)

The equations describing the dynamics of the l!quid droplets are

discussed in Appendix A. Solutions are obtained of the form

(2.15)

where at ). Since ý and-' are O(Ue), the liquid velocity

oscillations are an order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding gas

velocity oscillations.

B. Burning Rate Perturbatio-n

The system of perturbation equations is not comp;ete without an

expression for the burr i *4 rate perturbation, Q'. The re!z:..on for Q' derived

by Crocco (I) and later used by Scala (5) made use of the concept of the

combustion time lag. That is, the gradual evolution of combustion products

from an element of propellant mixture traveling through the co.bub-tion chamber

-:-fter injection was approximated by a dis.:.xntinuous conversion from reactants

to products after a certain time, called the time lag, had elapsed. By this

approximation, the impossible task ct describing the combustion process
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through the quant;rative knowledge * its intermediate history was greatly

simplified. It was recognized that if the combustion chamber co-ditions

fluctuate, the time lage must also vary. An additional approximation was

introduced to simplify the description of the effect of the chamber condi-

tions on the time lag. The total time lag Z•T was taken as the sum of an

insensitive time lag Zj and a sensitive :ime lag . The varlou. ehyslcal

conditions were assumed to affect the combustion processes only during The

sensitive portion of the total time lag. Thus, during fluctuating operation

of the roch'e: ,rotor, the time variation of the total combustion time lag is

taken up completely by the sensitive time lag; the insensitive time lag is

constant.

The burning rate perturbation can be related to the rate of change

of the time lag by considerr;ng a small fractional element crMbof the propel-

lants burning at a given location at the time t. The burning rate of such

an element is related to the local burning raie per unit volume by

S4;.= Q(S'V)1, rdfr d ?d

This element was injected -T(*g• ) seconds before combustion, as a frac-

tion of the total injection rate

Then, since the element burning during the time intp-val Sc was injectid

during the interv-1 4('t-T-) , continuity -equires 4 :-aT

or

IT
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introducing the division of the total time lag into its sensitive and

insensitive parts,

where, by definition, 0" , gives

Under steady state conditions, this last relation reduces to

In the following analysis, attention will be concentrated on

intrinsic instah!!+y, That is, instability occurring when the injection rate

is constant. Then

and

In terms of the burning rate per unit volume,

~~~~ (i' hf i ier order +errns

or

; 2.16)

Spatial effects due to the fluctuations of the total time lag and i;quid

droplet velocity contribute terms of the same order ol magnitude as a

WHile may be 0(0) locally, the effect of this factor in+3grated over

the entire chamber is on') O(Ue ). This result is demonstr÷_--:i Appendix B.

The terms introduced ty spatial variations are therefore O(ue-) and have been

neglected.

In the original formulation by Crocco, the time lag wa'. def;ned

by noting that the transformation for burnt gases takes place only when the

processes occurring during the time lag have accumulated up to a .ell

determined level, E4.. Thi3 conditio- was expressed by the equation
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where is the overall rate of the various processes involved in the com-

bustion of the liquid bipropellants, and t is the time a+ which +he trans-

formation to burned gases occurs. In the Integrals, the rate* must be

computed uising the instantaneous values of the physical conditions at each

instant tl at the location A,(represent;ng the spatial variables %,r, )

where the element is at that instant. The sensitivity of 41'* rate f to

variations in chamber conditions (correlated to the local pressure) was

expressed by the interaction indexyv, defined by

"" a7o r 9T "" (2.18)

where the parenthetical expression is evaluated at the steady state operating

conditions. The assumption was made that the sensitive portion of the time

lag occurrs just before the conversion to combustion products. Then durigo

the insensitive time lag the unsteady process rate is equal to the steady

state rate,

T(2.19)

Since the unsteady pressure is of the form .- *e•, the process rate

during the sensitive time lag is given by

(2.20)
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Introducing thes. evpressions for . into equation (2.17) gives

-id ft(÷ o~~
or "• - .T•

r ti

The first term in this equation can be wri,i,:, -'

which, by equation (2.17) is

-trf

Then equation (2.21 becomes
t-jt

f /JAI - (2.22)

Assuming the spatial nonuniformity of - to be negligible, the integral on

the-left side of equation (2.22) can be written as and

t -f (I .23)

neglecting higher order terms. DifferentiaTion of equation (2.23) wilil,

respect to time gives

which•can be rewritten as

C V~ 1 [',QC) (2.24)
Finally, combining equations (2.16 and (2.24), the burning rate perturbation

"I is given by

(2.25a)
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which is oi the form

a • =(2.25b)

In the preliminary exploraiory tests, the or:entation of the spray

fans (produced by unlike impinging d•ihle-s arranged around the circumference

of a circle) was found to be critical with regard to transverse mode instabil-

ity. Such a result could not be predicted using the burning rate expression

of equation (2..15a). in the derivation of which it was assumed that all

quantities affecting the combustion process could be correlated to the local

pressure. While this assumption can be applied to thermodynamic state proper-

ties such as temperature and density, it can not be applied to the components

of the gas velocity, which may be of equal importance in the combustion pro-

cess. The effects of tie velocity perturbations must therefore be taken into

account separately from the effects of those quantities which can be correlated

with the pressure.

Only the transverse (i. e., radial and tangential) comiponents of

the velocity pertarbation can be significant in the explanation ot Tne

orientation effect. For purely transverse modes of oscillation, the lonq'-

tudinal component is always much smaller than the transverse coampnneni=.

In addition, the longitudinal velocity perturbatfor vanishes at the injectojr

face and has its smallest magnitude in the early combustion region, the zone

in which the diametra: barriers were seen in the preliminary testing to have

the greatest influence on stability.

Of the various intermediate pr":esses occurring during the combustion

of liquid bipropellants, those most sensitive to velocity are the vaporizaticn

of the liquid droplets and the mlrflng of the vaporlzqd propellants which must

precede chemical reaption, In the prodme of vaporigatiqn, the important
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quantity is the absolute nmgnitude of thp ve ocity of the hot gases relative

to the liquid droplet. The difterences in The velocily paTterns of tha stand-

ing and spinning forms of tangential modes of oscillation (which were obsered

to have strikingly different stability characteristics) could result in differ-

ences in the local and overall vaporization rates. However, since the direction

of the relative velocity is immaterial, The Qri.:..;ation effect is nut e.y.,i,-

able by means of the vaporization process. In addition, the theoretical

study of Wieber and Mickelsen (21) indicates that th- osclllitlig velctity;

effect on drople+ ,-,:rization is essentially nonlinear, because of the

dependence of the evaporation rate on thc zt=:.'!te magnititde of the relative

velocity. On the other hand, the mixing of the propellants by the oscillating

velocities is very strongly dependent on the orientation of the liquid spray

fans (produced by the unlike impinging doublet injector). Although no de-

tailed description of such a complex phenomenon is now possible, the follow-

ing schematic discussion illustrates one process by which the burning rate

may be caused to oscillate by an oscillating transverse velocity.

Consider the mixture of gaseous combustion products, vaporized

propellants (oxidizer and fuel), and liquid propellant droplets at zc-'a

axial station downstream of an injector doublet. For an unike impinginy

injector, liquid mixing is imperfect and some degree of stra1ificatihn exists

in the mixture. For concriteness, the area of interest is sh,.,in in Figure

17 (a) for a doublet spud oriented with the line of centers of its orifices

tangential to the injection circle. Then the stratification is almost

entirely in the tangential direction, as shown by the lines of crnslant

mass fraction of vaporized oxidizer in the -s mixture, Yx. The exact

shape of the constant Yx contours will be dependent on the design and oper-

ating mixture ratios, the propellant characteristics, etc. BEcause of the

turbulence in the combustion chamber, the stratification pattern shown
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schematicaliy in Figur'e 17 (a) represen+s only a mean condition.

A typical fuel rich droplet is shown at position A in the region

which is relatively rich in vaporized fuel. A corresponding oxidizer rich

droplet is shown at B in the oxidizer rich region of the mixiure. As a

droplet evaporates, the vapors diffuse away and must mix with the other

vaporized propellant in the proper ;r'pcrtions for chemical ractiot,. In a

rockel combustion chamber, the transport and mixing of the vapors is most

likely to be carried oit primarily by turbulence rathbr-than molecular

diffusion. The overall burning rate cf a fuel rich droplet, .F , will

therefore be a function of the amount of oxidizer vapor near the droplet,

•=• , where subscript A indicates conditions in the vicinity of the

fuel rich droplet at position A (the subscript B will be used similarly to

denote conditions near the oxidized drop at B).

In the presence of small, periodic, transverse gas velocity

oscillations ir'e Cr I e the gaseous mixture will be transported rela-

tive to the droplets, causing oscillations of the local mass fractions of

oxidizer and fuel. The perturbation in the rate f can then be written.

- F y )

ýf)deed on ( Y" I a d (2.t26)pe
where the proportionality factor dep

lant physical and chemical characteristics. 1he 'opendence is not neces-

sarily that determined by investigators of laminar droplet burning (22).

The change in the local oxidizer mass fraction due to the tangential velocity

perturbation is 1:

(2.27)

where •d is the relative velocity of the gases with respect to the droplet.
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The motion of +the larger dropIets is small cc .pared to the gas motion, while

Tne s.•! ier droplets rend to move wilh the gas. Therefore the discussion here

pertains to the larger droplets. As a droplet evaporates, the effect on it

of the transverse velocity decreases. Thus the velocity effect described here

can be expected to bp most important in the early combustion region, in

agreement with the results of the exploratory roýring.

Combining equations (2.26) and (2.27) gives an expression for the

rate perturbation for the fuel rich droplet at A,

For the corresponding oxidizer rich droplet at B, the expression Is

-),, •. •(2.28b)

Since the fuel rich droplel is in an oxidant deficient region, an increase

in the oxidizer mass fraction will increase its contribution to the overall

Durning rate, That is, iFýO . The opposite is true for the oxidizer rich

droplet; (0 since an increase in the local oxidizer fraction is accompan-

ied by a decrease in the local fuel fraction. A perturbation vulacity in

the positive e -direction will increase the oxidizer rich droplet burnjIfg

rate and decrease the fuel-rich droplet burning rate. Therefore the effect:

on the two droplets will tend to cancel.

The net burning rate perturbation is given approximately by

I

w~where the subscript o denotes condition"s L tha center of the spray. Than
< ) .ajI>a

V^ 1 A s • That is, for a poslit;'va volocity perturbation,

the sign o. the net rate perturbation 7:epends on the relative magnitudes of

and . In order to determine the effects of the velocity perturbation on
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the entire spray; the summation musi inclide all of the propellant droplets.

If one of-the propellants vapori7es at a greater rate ihan +he

other, most of the drcolets in the mixture will be of the slower evapor'ring

propellant. Therefore, there will be no cancellation of opposing effects and

ihe Dverall velocity effect will be determined by the characteristics of the

less volatile propellant. For the liquio oxygen-ethyl alcohol on

used in the experimental phase of the present investigation, it can be esti-

mated, using the spray evaporation calculations of Priem and Heidmann (23)

and the relative vaporization raie data of Pass and Tischlor (24), tha+ at

any station, twice as much oxidant as fuel will have bc-n vaporized. Thus

an important velocity effect can be expected. For propellant combinations

using non-cryogenic oxidizers, the evaporation rates of the fuel and oxidizer

should not be so different, and the velocity mixing effect should be consider-

ably reduced.

The analysis of liquid droplet dynamics presented in Appendix A

shows that the relative velocity perturbation ýt, is proportional to the

gas velocity perturbation ik . Then the net rate perturbation can be written

in the form

Uir; e_ 
(2.29b)

where

is a velocity interaction index analogous to the pressure interaction index

defined originally by Crocco (equation 2.18). A spray thicknesv , can be

defined as the distance between two reference contours of constant oxidizer

fraction (e. g. lines I and 2 in Figure 17 (a)). Then

FS
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cn-J the velocity ;ndexZ is seen to be inversed proportional to the spray

thickness. In general, the net combustion prosess rate perturbation will

depend on both the radial and tangential velocities,

where~rand are fhe radial and the tangentiai veiocity indices.

If the injector doublet which produces the mixture discusseo above

is rotated thro-cugh an angiea from the tangential orientation, the iesulting

mixture will also be r-oated, and will appear as shown in Figure ;7 (b). The

spray thicknesses in the radial and tangential:directions are thenr

Each velocity index is inversely proportional to the corresponding spray

thicknsss, or

For the tangential spud orientation, o and ý,=c ; for the radial

orientationA-C so thatf,=0 . For a g-iven injector spud, producing a

spray with a given thickness d, the sum of the squares of the velocity

indices wifl be a constant, independen+ of the angle of orientation.

The simple argument presented above is intended to suggest how the

transverse velocity oscillations can affect the mixing of the ,aporized

propellants and produce osc. !ations in the overall burning ra '.. For the

unlike impinging doublet, it is seen that the perturbation of the combustion

process rate is a linear function of the radial and tangential components of

the velocity perturbation, assuming that the perturbation is very sall.

Othar injector types will not exhibit this li:.,ar velocity effect; some will

be insensitive to oscillating velocities while other will show a velocity

dependence which cannot be linearized.

At the present tim6, the magnitudes of the velocity Indices and
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their variations with axial distance cannc" be calculated because of the lack

of quantitative knowledge of the processes involved in liquid bipropel:3nt

comoJslion under turbulent rocket combustion chamber conditions.

In this chapter, it will be assumed that the velocity efl'ects occur

during the same Time inTerval (the sensitive time lag) as the pressure effects.

Although this is the simplest manner in wnich rhe velocity effecTs call ze

introduced, it is not necessarily the proper one. Consideration is given to

aternative formulations and 'their implications in Chapter III . It should

be noted, however, that the alternative burning rate expressions involve addi-

tional parameters which, like ,.-,,. , and V' , cannot at present be

calculated a priori from a consideration of physical and chemical processes.

Resort to experimental techniques will be necessary in order to determine

the proper description of the unsteady combustion process, including both

pressure and velocity effects. Assuming, then, a linear dependence of the

perturbation of the overall rate of the processes uccurring during the sensi-

tive time lag on the perturbations of pressure and radial and tangential

velocity, equation (2.20) becomes

-,Y I - I. " " ) - (2.30)

The time rate of change of the sensitive time lag is found, by the same

procedure as used previously, to be

,. 7',, )•]
StI . . .. :X (2.31)

. ,, _t: r b ,_':' g e. sT

-s

Then the burning rate perlurbation tan be written as

- " .'. - , r.~; 7(~ ~v.*-u - ;~-- .- (2.32)
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where

J

.7 .4

" 
(X

In general, &=-•) varies from one propellant element to another.

The effect on combustion instability of such a spread in the sensitive time

lag has been evaluafed by Crocco and Cheng (!!. In this analysls, it ;s

assumed that all propellant elements have equal mean sensitive time lags,

so that F= constant.

C. Solution for the Perturbations

The addition of velocity terms to the burning rate perturbation

expression makes separation of the variables impossible. Therefore a differ-

ent zpprobch is used. The solution is asuumsd to take the form of a series;

the pressure perturbation, for example, is

IO ýL (2.33)

where *, is assumed to be 0 (Uete), -P2 is 0 (Ue 2-.), etc, Since the

-2governing equations h,,ra derived neglecting terms of OeN ), the solztion

will be carried only as far as the first order correction, #1 . As dis-

cuSsed prev.o. ly, .t is assui.i:;d that the combustion process proouces a

through ,elocity in the combustion chamber which is small compared to the

velocity of sound, and that the droplet drag, and hence the droplet oscil-

lation amplitude, is also small. Therefore, the zeroth order solutloa cor-

responds to acoustic oscillations, and the first order correction includes

the effects of the combustion process, the liqu~d gas interaction, and the

exhaust nozzle.
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The zeroth order equations are

a rV r,2 (2.34a)

(2 .34b)

Y (2.34c)

"- =IFo (2.34e)

The boundary condltons at the combustion chamber wail s are that the velocity

perturbation normal to the wall must vanish; that is, u' = o at Z = o and

v = o at r = I. In addition, it Is necessary to Impose conditions of

boundedness and period-icity in order to obtain a solution. At the combustion

chamber exit, Z = 2 e I the proper boundary condition Is a relation be-

tween the perturbations of pressure, velocity, and entropy. (This "nozzle

admittance relation" is discussed more fully later in this chapter and in

Appendix C.) However, the oscillations in a closed end cylirdsi 4ri qjlt

similar to those in a rocket combustion chamber. Therefore, It is lnstruct!ve

to consider the zeroth order solution with the solid wall boundary cond!ýlon

imposed at the nozzle entrance,

= 0

Equations (2.34a) to (2.34a) can be solved for T0 to give

(2.35)

where 4 is the Lapiacian operator

The solution is obtained by assumirij •O in the form

0 (2.36a)
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so that the other perturbation quantities become

0 (2,36b)

-~ 0 (2.36c)-

C'®,~ (2.36d)

I -P J. ( () d@ To . 2.36e)

Substitution ot the cpresslon (2.36a) into equation (2.35) yields the

following three ordinary differential equations:

S- ( s+qs),, (37)

0 0 (2.37c)

. Z +

where si and v' are separation constants.

EqUaTion (2.37b) is a Bessel equation of order , for which tho

solutions are

J,, ,(S,, r) 5 r

The boundary condition at r = I is the solid well condition, 0.

At r = 0, which is a singular point for the differential e>.-atiom, the-

condition is that the perturbations must be finite; I. e., '1,, is to be-

regular. Therefore the Bessel function of the second kind, ,(Skr), -is

excluded because of its logarithmic srIgularity at r = 0. The fiirst

condition determines the value of the constan; £ýt,. That is, Syk is the

solution of the equation

For each value of the parameter VJ , there are an infinite number of zeros

Suh , counted by the index h. Physically, h is the number of cylindrical
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surfaces, including the outer solid wall, on which the radial velocity

perturbation vanishes; h = I correspondQ to a purely tangential moes, h 2

to the first radial mode, h = 3 to the second radial mode, etc.

The solutions of the harmonic oscillator equation (2.36c) are
zv -d Ly•e
o e

The first of these solutions, epve , represnits a wave moving in the ;.wBative

9 d,rection since 
W t 4 VO)

and the phin-c ;velocity is -. Similarly, the second solution.e P
V.

represents a wave moving at the same speed in the positive direction. The

combination of the two oppositely moving waves produces a standing oscillation

pa~ttern, with

Both the spinning and standing solutions must be periodic, since the direc-

tions represented by 6 = 0 and 9 =IX are physically identical. Thus

?4oreover, the standing mode tangential velocity perturbation vanishes on

-stationary diame+raI surfaces (nodal surfaces) which can Sten b ca.LpCed by

solid surfaces-(e. g., barriers or sector inserts) without disturbing the

oscillation pattern. In a spinning mode the nodal surfaces rotate aT the

oscillation frequency. For 7J=O, the solution of equation (2.36c) is simply

4 = constant

which represents a purely radial qcde, bince there is no variation In the

tangential direction. The first tangential mode corresponds to 1) ,I

the second teingenttal mode to ih 2, anr. so on.

The solution of equation (2.36a) which satisifies the solid wall

boundary condifion at the injector (_ = 0 ) is

P0[i.-P
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where PDo -- Po(0) is an arbitrary constant. The solid wall condition at

the noa'zle end 3f the combustion chamber,

can be satisfied if s Zw Then

R' ,o "

and the boundary condition becomes

S ie_ 0

which impiies that

or

(2.38)
Thus the acoustic oscillations in a closed bylinder are neutral (;--O) with

discrete, well defined frequencies. The purely longitudinal modes correspond

to 5-'- Aý , = o I) 2) 0? so that =-- and

Purely transverse modes are cbtained when ý0$ s .il • Then the frequency

of oscillation is . As discussed above, s5/, is a function n+ tl-njp

indices W/ and L_ which specify the mode. Isobar and streamline patterns

for several transverse (s+anding) modeswith the corresponding values of -i,

are shown in Figure 1. For these modes,

The most general three dimensional oscillations involve combinations of

longitudinal and transverse modes, in which both the axial and transverse

velocity perturbations are of the same order of magnitude as the pressure

perturbation. The oscillation frequency in the general case is given by

equation (2.38) with both s$, and having nonzero values.

The present investigation is concerned only with the purely trans-

verse modes. By this restrictio,, of attention, considerable reduction in
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comDlexi+y is obtained and the propeities peculiar to the transverse oscil-

lations may more easily be seen. However, important effects can be expected

to result from the interaction zf longitudinal and transverse modes, and

ultimately the analysis of general three dimensional oscillations should be

made.

Ilne oscillations in a rocket combustion chamber differ from the

acoustic vibrations just discussed for two reasons. The first is the pres-

ence of the liquid propellant combustion process with the resulting small

nonzero through velocity. Second, the boundary condition at the chamber exit

imposed by the-exhaust nozzle in supercritical operation is significantly

different from the solid wall condition used in the acoustic solution. The

nozzle boundary co.ndition for transverse modes of neutral oscillations was

derived by Crocco; an analytical discussion of this derivation is given in

(25).

Let the perturbations of pressure, velocity, and entropy be given

by

UL /%2.391

where mc•-- , Sco or e are the transverse distribution

functions discussed above, and the time dependence is harmonic, e Fron,

the transverse momentum conservation equations it follows that V = W.

Then the boundary condition at the nozzle entrance, which by analogy with

acoustical terminology was called by Crocco tne nozzle admittance relation,
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takes The form

+ ;(e + (2.40)-~ ~ ~ ) P' .

The admittance coefficients Z , A, and (2are complex functions of the mode,

frequency, chamber cxi-- velocity, and nozzle convergent section geometry. A

discussion of toe calculation of the admittanct, cýýYficients for an

axisymmetric nozzle is included as Appendix C of this dissertation.

The computations which have been made indica-e that the admittance

coefficients are appý, ximately 0(e), or slightly larger, for frequencies

in the vicinity of the acous-ic oscillation frequency. For +ransverse modes,

and N- are 0(0). It will be shown later that if combustion is complete
P(o-�P)

at the nozzle entrance the en+ropy perturbation 3-W is at most O(Ue 2 ). Then

from the admittance relation it can be seen that th6 axial velozity perturba-

tion is not zero as in the acoustic case, but is really approximatelyPro)

0(Ue)-

By definition,

SG () + "o)

POa 0

and from the discussion above

That 
is,

Expanding the func ion 't and neglecting higher order 'e_,rms gives

the not unexpected esult

5sIC3 Ze is 0(l). Thus, for purely transve-se modes, the Comhustion

process and exhaust nozzle give rise to a small axial velocity perturbation

and a small shift in frequency from the corres•onding acoustic frequency.

In addition, the oscillatior., in a rocket motor may be unstable, whereas
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the acouslic oscillations are always net ral.

It should be noted that the series expanblon used for the pertur-

bations,

cannot be applied to the admittance coefficients LA, 8 , and (. An eApansion

of the form

A =A +,A 1-,
requires that'& = O(e). SinceQk= O(Ue), the requirements is that A,

must be O(Ue2. The admittance coefficients are functions oi- fi,, frequency

•); therefore the terms in the series expansion can be wri,'ten

Thus, since .-S>4 is O(Ue), the derivative must he 0(5el also. The

curves presented in Figure 18, which show a frequency dependence typical of

the admittance coefficients in gene.al, demonstrate that 2 can be 0l), s0

that the series expansion breaks down. In this analysis, therefore, the

application of the nozzle boundary condition will be deferred until the first

order solution is obtained.

The equations governing the first order solution for the pertu,-

bations will now be derived. In this derivition the simplifying ass;rption

will be made that t'-' gradient of a quantity is of The sýmeo :rder of magni-

tude as the quantity itself. However, an exc3ption must be made in the case

of the steady state axla: gas velocity, u(Z) . In order to allow for the

case of a rtlatively concentrated combustion zone, the veloci+y gradient 4

must be allowed to be 0(0) locally, ra`:ier than O(ue). The chamber length

Re is assumed to be 0(0); therefore the axial distance over which is 0(W

can only be O(Ue). The determin3tion of the first order solution is much

simplified by requirng the steady state velocity gradient to be of the same
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order of magnitude as the exit velocity. II !s demonstrated in Appendix B

that the same solution results when th.e magnitude restriction on the

veiocity gradient is removed, althouch +he analysis is considerably more

complicated.

Assuming, .'.an, The-nv is 0(u,), the tirst order equations ;%re

obtained as follows. The perturoations are given by

-pI I /

~I
U1)1 "- - i•e'I--

- + L (2.41)

=/
LA-'-ku Ik ( 0~

Lai k '(?J e•,,, 4-
L~ = 5 S - a (0 ~

where the first order solution h has been found to be

. Po..[ + W,•,S-3 1'r,) r , t) (2.4,,a,

with Olt ,-IV=ca.SVO(standing mrode) or P(spinning

mode), and SSzeh= OL(i). The expressions (2.41) are inserted into

equations (2.14a), (2.14b), (2.14d), and (2.140) and i'Ae zoroth o-dnr

relalions are subtracted off. The resulting system of partial differential

equations is:

Ito' P 0  ' (2.42a)

-- (2.42b)

- (2.420)

-- S
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The boundary •onditions on thes equations are those which were

applied to the zeroth order solution, namely, the solid wall condition at

z = 0 and r = 1, the condition of regularity at r = 0, and the

periodicity condition in the circumferential direction, including the same

distinction between the standing and the spinning forms of tangontial mdjes.

The nozzle beundary condition will be t to the overall scI:-tior.: +hat

is, to the sum of the zeroth and first order solutions.

The systems of first order equations cirs be solved for-j, , giving

where A--4-•+ . Since equation (2.43) is linear, the

solution can be found by superposition. Let

(2.44)

where the partial solutions -and •o are solutions of the

following equations

APA SIýA ZS'j O~/ ~ (2.45a)

= (2.45b)

The partial solution -/ can be obtained by letting

Then equation (2.45a) becomes

(2.46)
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The transverse distribution functions satisfy the relation

Making use of this relation, equation (2.46) becomes

P..A

However, since 24-Sý a.nd f are both C(ia), the differential equation
POO

for PA reduces to

-e + 0 • (2.48)

This equation is easily integrated to give

?d F (2.49)

Poo

where the integration constand KA represents the value of at the

injector face, Z = 0; therefore KA = O(e).

The partial solution t. is obtained in the same manner from

equation (2.45d! with 1= PD(-)1,,(rJ(•J) and

where again P. 0 rze_)

A different procedure must be adopted in o-Jl.r i. obtain +he

partial solutions P and ý¢ because equations (2.45b) ar (2.45c) are not

separable. These equations are of the form

A'• -FW" -F( G (17 D) (2.51)

The solutions (elgenfunctions) of the corresponding homogeneous equafion we

determined previously in the discussion of the zeroth order perturbation

solution. The transverse distribuion functions for these solutions were
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found to be

(r) r) (), ( ): I ""

0 ) Z3)

These transverse eigenfunctions form a complete, orthogonal set. A solution

of equation (?.51) can be obtained, therefore, by expanding G(') in a

series of the transverse eigenfunctions.

5 =A 9 (3t (&)

Write the solution of equation (2.5!) in the form

: 1 a P9 (P, (2.52a)

Teo 9=1

The transverse eigenfunctions must satisfy the relation stated previously

in equation (2.49). Then equation (2.51) Yields

P2q A,, F(I) I)r P)

Let . Then the partial differential equation (2.5!) .Z: 'Zoan

reduced to the set of linear, second order, inhomogeneous, ordindry

differential equations

J2 P9 (2.53a)

The expansion coefficients are given by

A f f (r ) , rd-dO ,2.5-)

where H is a normalizing factor, defined by

f. f

Sand i Is the complex conjugate of

* The validity of the expansion depends on The existence of Green's function

for the boundary condition r,= C, , which follows the existence of
Green's function for the boundary condi ion -0(-v)=0. (26,27)
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Consider first +he partial solution -/ 6  t given by

00 0

)- (2.52b)

.,here the axial distribution functions Pp satisfy the differential equations

/2 + 5z ) PeK

(2. 5-5b)

The mode of insta)iiity under consideration is specified by the pair of indices

-), h. If p =i) , q = h, equation (2.53b) reduces to

exactly as for the partial solutions •A and . Then

as before. For all other values of p and q , equation (2.53b) becomnes

LOP,'z o- a k

since s4=- . O(-,e) C The solution of this equation Is obtained

by the method of variation of constants as
rz

- oef / &i) c BpqS~~ ~~~ik

The expansion coefficients Bpq are given by

-rc .pinning mode, peZPO . Then, denoting d by ,

e- Pe 0 ~ ý S lJ.P'~ - -

~~r4Q~ d~~~ rc~
From 4his expression, since the functions e and e are orthogonal, it

can be seen that yi

Bpi Pý)) (2.56)
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The sz~e result is obtained for the standing mode, because casiviO and

Cosp e ( 0 O 0 w ) are alIso orthogonalI.

The partial solution jý, is obtained by the same precedure 3S used

for -p.Thus let

P= 7- (2.,52c)

where the axiai distribution functions are

(2.57a)

The expansion coefficients for are given by the expression

For a spinning moa G,,Z' Then is orthogonal to all of

the functions ,j QZo ecp so that

and (2.5!3a)

f O4r) 1, s~vr) d r

In particular, for q =h ,the second of equations (2.58a) becomies

CA - 1 (2.58b)
4r

where Cjhs is a positive real nLnber. Thus, the expansion coefficient

:zorresponding to the mode of instability under consideration Is a negative

purely Imaginary number.

However, for a standing mode of osclIlatlon,@DV cospO, and the

derivative /s.-V )e-V is orthogonalI to QlpcpO for al I I p over the

interval S~e 21r In order to obtain expressions for the expansion
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coefficients, the interval •f definition of i.e eigenfunction expansion is

changed from O.,e62'?r to O0<-EGSr . Since the standing mode oscillatior

pattern is symmetrical about e = 0, (or 0s= ), the other half of the

solution can be obtained by reflection. Then for a standing mode,

i Gf"Js', 1 ia

or 0or

C" 0

401- J,(sh Tp(Spyr) (2.58c)

The most important result here is that the eigenfunction expansion for A
does not include a term corresponding to the mode the stability of which is

being considered.

It should also be noted that whereas the expansions for and for

Ic in the case of a spinning mode are uniformly convergent, the standing mode

series for

4~ ~iC p' aJrq COS f

is not uniformly convergent. This result follows from the fact that the

tangential part of the nonhomogeneous term of equation (2.45c),

vanishes at e = 0 and I,- On the contrary, the sigenfunctions

UpCos r9 ao not vanish, but have vanishing derivatives at the

endpoints. Thus the expansion

-L.T) ~3(%, r) vs;,,YG 2 c 1 Jp- kpr) coS 6

does not converge at the boundaries, e = 0, t . However, the eigenfunc-

tion series for does F:.tisfy the tangential boundary condition,(• _O
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and does represent Ine parti-ul soluti n 0. away from the tangential

boundaries.

In summary, the solution for the pressure perturbation hec been

found to be

+ _ 4) 4 C, -Pj (f r)(2.59a)

for the sp~n,;ng mode, and

+ ý e Pp(J,, (4tr)~ cos WO(2.59b)

+ CF, [ •4 rJ,-o

for the standing mode. Both of these colutions are of the form

5o that the velocity perturbation. can be written as

(2.60b)

UY'--- '- r+ <).o0
&r~LfF~l~ ~)+ ~ '2 2(2.60d)

The entropy perturbation must be evaluated beforc. the nozzle

boundary condition can be Imposed. T-.. , ndamental identical relation of

thermodynamics can be written in dimensionless form as

T
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In terms of steady state and perturbation quz itities, this relation becomes

it has been shown that I-= I and •,j.Tr Then the entropy

perturbation is given by

or, making use of The equation of state ( 2 .1 4g)'o eliminate the temperatuive

perturbation,

(2.61)
The perturbations of all unsteady quantities have been assumed

to be represented by series expansions. Thus for the entropy

/

where from equation (2.61)

The zeroth order energy equation (2.34e) shows that

From the first order energy equation (2.42e) it can be seen that

or

= iz /Y-,( VXI (2.62)

Thus, the entropy perturbation is largest in the region where the combustion
is n3ct intense. At the nozzle entrance, where combustion is assuried com-

plete, the entropy perturbation vanishes,

It is now possible to examine the stability behavior of the rocket
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rnotor by applying 1he cnamber exit boun&-y condition, which is the nozzle

admittance relation. The conditions at the stability limits, which bound

the regions of unstable operation, will be derived by setting the ampli'i-

cation factor ; equal to zero. Then the complex timc parameter s is

purely imaginary, s =i W , where W is the freque~ncy of oscillation.

E. Characteristic Equation

The boundary condition imposed by the exhaust- nozzle upon the

osci-Ilatory flow in the rocket combusl ion chamber has-been presented in

equation (2.40j ii a form appropriate to the zeroth order solution. Bccause

of the distortion of the wave pattern introduced by thc-effects on the

combustion process of the transverse velocity fluctuations, it has been

necessary to make use :ýf eigenfunction expansions in the perturbation solu-

tion, which has been found to take the foliowing forin

.0 00

p~o ,

P=O 41Z.-
0 eo0

U,. =: 1 c4,(Vu TP(e) ap('g)

W~ V,) Goo

FcO -~ I

-~(0 I S(4cri (0p~)

Then, imposing the nozzle-boundary conditions results in not one relation as

in equation (2.40), but infinitely ma)iy relations of the for,.,

P9~Sr +ffA()6~(~ 0 M.64)

There is thus an admittance relation corresponding to each term in the

eigenfunction expansions.
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Since combustion is assumed to be complete at the entrance to the

nozzle..

Hence, the axial distribution functions become, using equations (2.59) and

(2.60),

PO¼t N~~) + POWi + NPb~h(;) 'jAPC-A 60+ PA O

P19  BPI) Ps Bpq~) + Cpj Pc- (2e)

Vs Y -S - ( (2.65)

VIe 4-~ Pp,2(Ue

where FO (2:) 17. + st 9

S") P" ( I~ ý (2.66)

0C) P. di + +s

a0 i sm C ~ 4 ,~ c-* -isa-

Substituting the relations (2.65) into the nozz', edmittance equation (2.64),

and defining a combined admittance coefficient F- by

(2.67)
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there results the equation

Each of the parIal solutions making up the pressure perturbation

17 includes a constan-;es'uiting from the integration in the axial direc-

tion. For each pair of ýndices p, q (That iS, for each term in The eigen-

function expansion), the several integration constants can he combined into

one. Then the axial distribution functions P pq() take the following

form:

P[, 4- (2.69)

where the function does not include any integration constant and the

constants Kpq are a!l O(ue). In particular, the axial function corre-

sponding to the mode of oscillation under consideration can bc written as

P.,, +-f Kv, +~ P'vi ) (2.70)

The function P1 , v.hich from equations (2.65 and (2.66) is given by

-. +(se¾-C(+)s rs RV. Zeg )ij (2.71)

is O(Ue). The integration constant Kh can be absortad into the consta: t

D o" as can be seen .-:, the following discussion. Eqi..;ion (2.69) is

divided through by ?•P•(l+4,) giving
P.

-~~ I+~iKvi) + 0op.e
+1-

or

i~ ~ +. 0(e2

Since both KA and are 06 ),their product. is , and thus
e e.
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Similarly, replacing Po0 with To in equation (2.69) results in an

error of O(ýe 2 ), which in this analysis has been assumed to be negligible.

The solution for !he pressure perturbation, equation (2.60a) can

thus be written

The constant p , which represents the perturbation amplitude level, will

not affect the stabi1ity solution. For each rj *'A , the nozzle boundary

conditi I

+ Y
t (2. 73a)

.- SLrP + KP CAQ cosi k7~e Ii
can be used to determine the integration constant 1r . Appilcation of the

remaining boundary condition,

results in an eigenvalue problem. That is, equation (2.73b) is the character-

istic equation for the eigenvalues S=--+)L( . The following discussion will

be concerned with the neutral oscillations occurring at the stability limits,

for which ;-=0 .

By use of the expression for P,,jj) obtained from equations (2.7G)

and (2.71), the characteris.'ic equaTion (2.73b) can Le wrji'Ten -s

o + L(2.74)

where the right hand side is of the form

hi (2.75a)

w*-th (2 75b)Z
A eJ(2.75b)+,
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In the expressions for h and h2, a r-duced frequency - has been

introduced. Since w--5 t 0 (i) for a purely transverse mode, th.

reduced frequency takes on values near unity.

It is convenient in discussing the characteristic equation to

define several auxiliary functions:

Li L

0

The functions hi and h2 in equation (2.76) can be vritten In terms of

these auxilia-y functions as-3' 0- ).=

As written in equation (2.74) abovethe characteristic equation

exhibits the balance which exists at the stabilijy limits. In order for

neutral oscillations to be maintained, the energy supplied by the combustion

process, represented by the left side of equation (2.74), must be completely

absorbed by the fluid mechanical processes, which are represenTe6 by the

function h on the right side of the characteristic equation. If more Than

sufficient energy Is supplied, the oscillation amplitud- will grow. Such

.n cscillat!on is li,ý..-Iy unstable. Eventually, nonlinear energy-absorbing

p-ocesses will restore the energy balance at some high level of amplitude.

The importance of the oscillation ro the proper operation of the rocket motor

depends upon the amplitude level finally attained. However, 11 has been

observed that nearly all transverse mo,,e instabilities grow to very high

levels, causing rapid combustion chamber destruction. Stable operation results

in the case that the energy release is insufficient to balance The energy

absorbed by the osciliation. The fact that the characteristic equation Is
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complex implies that there is a phase condition, as well as the amplitude

condition, relaTing the oscillating rates of energy release and energy

absorption for neutral osciulations.

Assuming that the pressure one velncity effects are character izad

by the same mean sensitive time lag V the definitions of t' burning rate

parameters are

tw(2.77)

Then the characteristic equation takes the form

1kV (W )= k(2.78)

This complex equation is equivalent to two real equztions. Therefore, for

neutral oscillatiors of a given rocket motor, The ,Tour combustion parameters,

l) t ,4tand , are not independent. If any three are known, then

the fourth, together with the oscillation frequency, can be determined from

equation (2.78). Because the frequency dependence-of h (Q) is quite com-

plicated, it is most convenient to regard the frequency as one of the indepen-

dent variables. In order that The present investigation may be related more

easily to previous studies of both longitudinal and transversv modes, the two

dependent variables will b: taken to lbe The mean sen.itive tin lag T and

the pressure interaction index 1 . Thus,

will be determined from the characteristic e4.uation, which can be writ~en

as

At plreset + om i (2.79)

At present, none of the combustion parameters can be calculated
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a priori, although a method has been -eveloped for measuring /n, and T

experimentally (16). Since very little is known about the velocity parameters

their effect will be shown by ca!culating /,n and VC for assumed reai values

of the ratios Le and 4 . The modifications Introduced by the assumed

velocity effecis will then be noted and compared with the results of

appropriaie experiments.

The real and imaginary parts of equation (2.79),

A,(I ~- 6Cos ,~ hr

•. S, •l- -= (2.80)

comprVse a simultaneous pair of equations for m't, dnd ' . The solution

is found to be

(2.81)

where Z' is determineo modulo 'Ur . When &,V=7r, n$ wtc, 4C=i and

(1-cos 'T )= 2 • Then

(2.82)

For physically realizable systems, k, > 0 , so that 7 %, M 7•

It can be seen that ,,t is the minimum value t f tle Interartion index, for

when '4-r#" , b:#0 and

which is greater than 4uM since hr and are positive. Fo-4&,>^,4

there are two solutions for " , namp!y.

with Z, > and 41 4 UP( M
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A typical solution for /n(4)) and T''(W) for assumed values of

Sand //r/• is shown in Figure 19. This solution applies at the

stability !imH-s, where 0 0. It can be seen that for any given value

of the time lag, only one value of the pressure interaction index is

consistent with neutral oscillations. For the same V , o larger va"ue

of /,v corresponds to instpbil!ty ( X>O ), a smaller value tc stability

X( •o ). Thus the e-t.2-plane is divided by the loci of ?.,= 0 into

stable and unstable regions, as shown in Figure 20.

A given rocke-t motor system at given operating conditions is

assumed to be characterized by a set of values of the combustion parameters

""•n, and 4 . If the point on the /tv1.-plane representing this

motor fells within one of the unstable regions (i. a., above the stability

limit curve) corresponding to one of the transverse nodes and to the

appropriate values of % and XI. , then the operation of the rocket w11

be unstable, and large amplitude oscillations can be expected to result.

Therefore, any effect which increases the size of the unstable areas on the

4L,'-plane (e.g., by shifting the stability limits to smaller ft fc- !l!

*, or by flattening the limit curves without changing iv•l is a destabl-

lizing effect.

Since the function hI(u) in equation (2.79) depends on sy ,

There is a different stability pattern for each mode of oscillation. In

Figure 21, stability limits are presented fcr several purely transverse

modas. For a given interaction Index value, the value of tne time lag at

the stability limit is nmarly inversely proportional to the acoustic frequency

SS,4, . Thus higher modes are associated with smaller sensitl,:e time lags.

By definition,

Hence, a shorter time lag is obtained by a decrease in the stagnation
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sound velocity of the combustion gases, by an increase In the combustion

chamber diameter, or by a decrease in tho dimensional time lag itsef.

The nature of the functional relationships involved in the

characteristic equation precludes a general analytical solution. Therefore,

it is necessary +o rely on n.umeric.al solutions for specifi-c cases. A large

volume of calculations Is thus requirea to explore the dependenee of the

stability patterns on each physical parameter. In this situation, many

important insights can be gained by considering a very much simplified

rocket motor -ystem, for which some analytical results are also possluie.

The simplest steady state combustion distirttion is that In which

all of the combustion occurs at a single axial station. This Ideal combus-

tion pattern Is actually a good approximation to that produced by an efficient

injector (such as the unlike impinging doublet type used In the experimental

phase of this investigation), which provides good atomization and rapid

mixing of the liquid propellants. The steady siate axial velocity distri-

bution for concentrated combustion is given by

•=o) is - .

where -m Is the locationi of the combustion front and Z is the nozzle

entrance station. The other simplification to be intrc,uced is

a L :ý _Z..= ose"

which is applicable when the droplet momentum coefficient -k is not too

large.

For this simple model, the auxiliary functions defined in
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equation (2. 7 5a) become

CL /C f(,4- + 6, r + (r~e

CI 6C +O0(uz)

(2.83)

where

I e

Since the frequency corresDordi~nn to the minimum interaction index is nlose

to the acOUSTic frequency, the reduced frequency f can be approximated

by 1+p , where •'<41

Consider first the case in which there are no velocity effects

on combustion, only pressure effects. Then , 6 and 6=0o .... r.

hr and hi are the real and imaginary parts of th. fi;tion h defined

In eqjation (2.75) as

1 ht .+

II
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1ntroducirg the expressions (2.83) into nc definiTions of h. and h2

of equation (2.75) gives

kz~. +Ki Eýd c + t,4 e (2.85)

These expressions can be simplified by noting the order of magnitude of each

term and negl' -'I , the hicher order terms. It can be seen frorr equation

(2.83) that, since and are OLE) while 7,e, 4., and .o- ale b(i,

are O06r)

The real part of the combined admittance coefficient, !, , is at most 0')

However, the imaginary part can take on somewhat greater values, so that

is 0(;) in the range of exiT velocities considered here.

Straightforward calculation, making use of the above order of

magnitude observations, yields

,.-.ere zrom the condition• •=0 the frequency 1- -i"en by

I--

+ -(2.87)

The important quantities governing the stability I'mi-s are the

chamber exit velocity u., through the --o,.jmi 'tance coefficients and E!

(which are ai7o frpqutic.• dependent), the droplet drag factor & , and the

length parameter, , The qua rnity 4 , which measures the volume

c,ýcupied compietell_.If ýj, ysecus products of combustion, has a very small
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influence on The derivative

~~v1, ~ ~ ~ Z- ( -1 l +2A7 cEL )Z&l L

is at most O(Ue). The function ýr, , whitch is given approximately by

oscillates very rapidly with respect to im (in Seneral, +44 is at least

35). Thus, +he small spreading of the combustion front which must be

present in any ac-,.'- rocket chamber will cause the effect of • To be

zancel led.

Figure 22 shows the variation of the nozzle admittance coefficients

with the combustion chamber exit velocity for two frequencies, WJ Sv&.

and ) = 1.05 rvi . For longitudinal modes, the nozzle admittance, defined

by

S(ge)

is positive. It has been shown (I) that the nozzle exerts a strong damping

etfect. On the other hand, for transverse modes, the admittance is, Prnofn

equation (2.68),

so that

For all but the smallest nozzle entrance velocities, the transverse mode

nozzle admittance ratio is positive. Therefore, in transverse modes, the

exhaust nozzle exerts negative damping, i.e. it has a destabllizi~ig effect.

At the lower velocities (5e< O.IC), C1 is nearly constant,

but increases rapidly with increasing velocity. Therefore, the

minimum interaction index shows a sharp decrease with increasing exit

velocity in this range, as %an be seen from equation (2.86). Figure 23
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shows the.+ The en!.ire stabliy !imit curve is shi f ied downward when the

exit velocity is increased from 0.05 to 0.10. For larger velocities, -/.

levels off and +hen decreases, buT the stabilizing effec+ of the L decrease

is otfsei by the destabilizing effect of the decrease of @e.. Thoe resulT

is th : A continues to decrease with increasing ue, al+hough muc, more

slowly. Some combustion chamber configurations show in inrrease in wnVM

with ve!ocity for C4. • 0.30. However; these results cannof be trusted

because The 014" terms which have been neglected nay be very important.

Hence, in the range c ex;t velociTies appropriate to the small Mach number

assumptiom, increasing The combustion chamber exit velocity (decreasing the

nozzle ccr .;ction ratio) always has a destabilizing eifect.

ýne nozzle admiTt1"nce coefficients shown in Figure 22 correspond

to a nozzle with a linear velocity profile in The subsonic section. For a

nozzle with a conical converging part, the coefficients show similar trends,

but the values of k-- for the "conical" nozzle are much larger than those

for the "linear" nozzle, ecoocially the range c • 0.15. For higher

exit velo:ities, the coefficienis for the two types of nc:z-e te.n ts.

verge. Therefore, the minimum interaction index is smaller for the conicPl

nozzle than for the linear for corresponding combustion chamber condi ,i-5ns,

as shown in Fioure 24.

T.h.e droplet ;.-ag coefficient P is, by equation (2.83), the product

o4 tne moementum interchange coefficient -k , which represents The rate ot

which energy is transferred into the oscillatory motion of the liquid

propellant droplets, and the droplet lifetime,a , that is, the time

interval during which the droplets can absorb energy from Tl-• oscillations

of the gases in the combusiion chamber. From equation (2.86),

4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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which is pos-itve and 0(I). Thus, increasing p has an appreciable

stabilizing effect, as shown in Figure 25. The quantity • can also be

considered as the ratio of the distance of the combustion front from the

injector face, Z., to the distance of droplet penetration into stagnant

combustion gas, Z = rj , based on a mean droplet velocity and an

effpntive momentum coefficient. Then 0 can be seen to depend on the

injector spray characteristics, including the droplet size distri'iution

and the effectivenesc of liquid mixing, and on the droplet vaporization

characterist;cs. The i range for these calculations (0.2! 0.7) was

chosen so as 1to include values wnich are likely to be found in actual rocket

motors. However, further basic information is needed to establlish the value

of more definiiely.

The effect of the chamber length parameter, -3. - Z., can

be seen from equation (2.86) by calculating the derivative,

For most cases the positive terms dominate, so that an increase in combustio-

chamber length has a stabilizing effect. The only exceptions are caseb with

low values and very low eXiT velocities (ueS.0.,05), ,or wh!ich &ýe is

negative (linear nozzle). However, is only O(Ze) in any case, so that a

large change in length is required to produle a significant shift in the

stability limits. In Figure 26, stability limits are shown for the 4irst

tangential irode for two lengths which are in *¼.e ratio of 2 to I. Because of

the factor S,, , changes in length are more s~gnificant for higher transverse

modes thun for the first tangential. If the length is increased beyond the

critical length, longitudinel and mixed longitudinal-transverse modes will
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also be unstable, arc' the present tree y will not be applicable.

The preceding discussion has been concerned only with pressure

effects. If now the tangeniiai (but not radial) velocity fluctuation' are - -

also assumed to affect the combustion process, the cnaracteris t ic equation

becomes

The ratio of the minimum interaction index inchiding tangential velocity

effects,,4 T +o thai for pressure 6, ,'CTS a ione,oL., is "rhen

/&MT

therefore, since 0% 0, a positive value of the tangential velocity

interaction index causes a downward shift of the stability limit curve on

the ?,'r- plane by contracting the ordinates of the limit points, which

is a destabilizing trend. Since - is real, there is nf. effect on the time

lag value at the minimum point. Figure 27 shows the Influence of tehe

tangential veloc ty effect on the stability limits for the first tangential----

spinningj mode. For other modes of oscillation, the effects %-M be qual-

itatively the same. The magnitude of the velocity effect, for a given -!E -

value, depends on the ratio of the expansion coefficient Cvy To tha

frequency e4o f•-, This ratio is approxinaiety etuul to , values

of which are given in Table II for several modes. The second tangential -

mode is seen to be slightly more influenced by the iangential velocity

oscillations than the other modes. It should be recal!ed that the expansion_- ---

coefficient C vanishes for a standihg tangential mode, so that there

are no tangential velociiy effects for such an oscillation.

The ve!ocity index I& is positive in the case tnaT the burning

rate is increased by 9 positive velocity. For the tangential velocity, the
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positive directicni is not fi-ed with respect +4 th3 rocket combustion chamber,

but ts the direction i'q which a spinning wave travelkz. Assuming that the

injector is charaqterized by a positive eC direction (determined by the

orientation of the injection pattern), the velocity effect of a wave moving

in the positive direction will augment The p'essure effec'. However, ior a

wave moving ;n the other direc+ion, the .-- . fezt will opnos" hh*hi Of

the pressure. Tt is apparent, tnerefore, that the preferred wave +ravel

direction with respect to the physical frame of reference is the same as the

positive go di-e :t,r. of ine injector. W-J'-cL-,:r more detailed know:vdue of

the combustion process than is presen+ly availaole, this direction cannot be

determined a priori, but must be establisned by experimental evidence.

Consider now the effect of the radial velocity coupled with the

pressure, i. e., e y 0 but 0, 0. Then the characteristic equation

is

e ) = k

Since the ratio 1/t, is complex, one can expect an influence on 'L as

well as on 'L . At hne wnnimum pressure interaction index point,

OA -0 1 P----~ -- ---0

Thus, wnen the radial velocity effect is included, the condition at the

minimum is

rather than In. 0. Then V' h or , as before.

From Figure 28 it can be seen that a positive radial velocity index implies

a higher frequency at any rv than that correspoding to pressure effects
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alone. The flatne3s of The ýr(w) curve indicates that the ii-Inimnum value of

The pressure inaex will not be significantly altered by the addition of

radial velocity effects. Since '%- I , a positive value of f,- corre-

sponds to a h'hift ok Mhe ffininium point toward smaller T . However, the

magnitude oT the shift is /ery smail; as a result of the st.-ong.var!:t.on of

with U) arnd the low val,;z. +-'n by the ratio , Isted in

Table II. For / t, the shift of the stabiiiry limits reverses, because

a positive radial velocity index brings about an increase in wt' which is

s!ightly y;eafer than the increcse in W . Thus, except fc. the near

vicinitý of the minimum point', the limit curve is shifted in the direction

cf longer time Igs for a positive index ja. . These results are shown in

Figure 29. In the cylindrical coordinate system, the positive radial direc-

tion is from the center of the zhamber toward the outer wall. If a pQSitive

velocity increases the burning rate, g4- is positive and the stability

limit curve is shifted toward longer V , and vice versa. However, It can

be seen that the magnitude of the radial velocity ef.ett is much smaller

than that of the tangential velocity effect for equal veioci-''y interaction

indices.
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CHAPTER III

Extensions of Tnstability Analysis

A. instabii~ty Analysis with Nonuniform Injection

In the preceding analysis it was assumed that the stead.) state flow in

the combustion chamber was one dimensional. That is, the .njectlon of the liquid

propellants, thzer conversion to combustion products, and all fluid propertles

were taken +o) be uniformly distributed across each rransverse section. The

anaiysis of longitudinal modes of instability developed in (I) has demonstrated

that the axial distribution of the combustion relative to the pressure pertur-

bation distribution is of great importance in determining the stability behavior

of the rocket motor. According to the combustion model used in that anaiysis,

the fluctuating energy release is proportional +o the amplitude of the pressure

fluctuation. At a pre3sure node, the pressure oscillation vanishes. Therefore,

if all of the combustion is concentrated at an axial station corresponding to a

node fcr o given longitut al mode, no oscillation in the burning rate will result

and the rocket motor operation will be stable with respac+ t-, tae c!jen mode.,

For a combustion front located a short distance from the nodal poirt, tte pres-

sure perturbation amplitude is not zero, and instability is possible if the

sensitivity of the combustion process to pressure variations (measured by the

interaction index) is sufficiently large. As the combustion front is moved away

from the node, the magnitude of the interaction index required for instability

decreases, reachina a minimum value when the combustion front is located at the

pressure antinode. if the combustion is not concentrated, but is spread over a

certain axial distance, then the stability behavior depen-s on the mean

sensitivity over the combustion zone.

For purely transverse mo-des of instability, the most important

variations in the oscillating quantities occur in the lateral rather than In the
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axial direction. Therefore, the transve 3e distribution of the combustion

relative to the transverse pertubation disiributions is of great sign~ficance.

Of necessity, some nonuniformity in +he injection distribution Is presP,7T in

any liquid propellant rocket motor. Althouglh the flow in a rocket -'hrtit

chamber is highly turbulent, there i3 definite evidence of stratificai+,on of

the combustion, which persists througn.u- ir• flow, even past tit .nhroat

This stratification, observed optica;(y using both rectangular (26) and

circular sector motors (9) wiTh transparent v:aiis, has neen ;|early identified

with a non.n;'ýr- propellant injecti3n dis5'ributior.

The exact treatr'ient of unsteady, axisymmetric, two phase turbulent

flow, with combustion distributed arbitrarii,' in three dimemsiors, is quite a

forvmidahlk proplen. The steady ste!2 D1ltion appears t• offer the graafest

difficulties, s:nce the So•lution for ths perturbations can De based on an

expansion method similar to tnet used in Choter II.. Little quantiative

dat3 is presently availaule concerning the procý. :es which are important in

rocket motoi combtistion or the three dimensional distribution of combustion

which exi-st in a typical ,-o~o:. Thus it is fikely that the exact ;aluticn

of the general problkm will be difficult to interpret in terms ,. actual motor

designs.

Therefore, because of the problems asociated .'ith the exzci iol.-tion

and ;n view of the obs,.rved sfratif~caticn oi combustioe. 'he iollowing approxi-

mate approach is used ;n the preser.- analysis. The one dimeisional nature of

the steady state flow is rctained. The effect of the nonuniform transverse

distribution of combusTion appear4 only as a varietlon in the selsitivity of

the ccmbuclion process to the effects D4 pr~sisre and velocity. [his variatiCn

is described by a distribution functi-,n j (r, ), Thus the burning rate

perturbation for nonuniform inject'on is ralcted to that for i'nitorm injection by

.- (3.1)
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The distribution function is identified with the .njection density o-(v ;.)

defined by

"'K - '-= / / 6"(; O) rdrd9 (3.2)
.J 

(32

where AL is the total mass injeclion rat- T7en J.k.)can be defined as

the ratio of the local injection dens;ty If to the mean injectlo1 deniiity 6,

where

d rd dO T 6,n e(e) rdrdG (3.3)
00 00

That is, the burning rate distribution function is defined by

(3.4)

with the normalizing condition

0 J

For uniform injection, IA )_ ( f

It is clear that this approach involves a contradiction in that

the steacy state solution assumes that all fluid properties are iniform across

every z -&ct. ,'bercts the pe -:--bation solution is based on a nr ,niform

transverse, combustion disTribution. However, it was found previously that the

major part of the oscillation corresponds to that of a homogeneous gas, because

the Mach number it, the chamber is small compared to unity. The presence of

the combustion introduces a higher oraýr corre,-.ion which is primarily due to

the sensitivity of the combustion process to fluctuations of oressure and

V'elocity.
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The identification of the burning rate distribution t with the In-

jection density a neglects the spreading of the streams of injected propellants

as they are atomized, vaporized, and undergo turDulent mixing with the hot

combustion products prior to the final chefaical reaction. Unfortunately, It

is not possible wiTh present knowledge to calculate the spreading of the

propellant streams. However, the effect of spreading on stability can be

estimated by introducing appropriate burning rate distributioi, functions Into

tne analysis.

Acccraingly, the steady state solution for the case of nonuniformly

oistributed combustion is taked to be that given by equations (2.9) through

(2.12). The zeroth order perturbation solution, equation (2.41a), is also un-

changed, since it does not involve the combustion at all. However, the

differential equaticn fur the first order pressure perturbation becomes

=L +(Y+'-)1f1 rF s 9 AJ
(3.6)

The boundary conditions are unchanged by the introduction o÷ the b,,rrtng rate

distribution. Therefore, as before, the solution is obtained by supereositlon,

so that

•, •+ &*• (3.7)

where

42 (3.8a)

a- (38b
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A -a
•. • a .Fo \4 • (-.)d 0,

PC T(J 1A 6r,(3. GO

(3.8d)

Since equation (3.a) is ioentical to equation (2.45d), the solution

7s that given by equation (2.50).

B=cause of the presence of the aistribution function /.k ( • ),
t is necessary i .ly the eigenfunction expansion mnethoG to as well

as tc' and Thus, let

p ~(3..9b)

#here

Cp

". = "•- jpx )L ", (3;•
A -

Cr - (3.1 Ob
0-I L. rotM

?r p P
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r

1 T rerdo (3.t bOc

The diferential equation to be satisfied by the P, PW) Is

'?- IP (3.11)

which has the solutions

PA-" + (3.12a)
roe 0

PAP? ______

P.4 = 4v d wr)d ? + C*, Co6½h/,7---A7 (3.12b)

The solutions for P01• and Pc are of this same form, and are given by

equations (2.55) and 2.57). Thus the pressure perturbation becomes

+ ~~~j5 E4PI'M +- SMPSq W'eii 4 Cejc 1C, ~r

Equation (3.13) is of the same form as equation (2.60a), so that thp velocity

perturbations are given by equations (2.60b), (2.60c), and (2.60d) ir. this case

also.

The only modififations introduced by the ionuniformity of the Injection

and combustion are the Introduction of the expansion coefficients Apt and the

-edefining of Bpi and C to Include the distribution function A(r3 ).

Therefore, the characteristic equation takes the form

in wur

in whi'n ihe function yI *s unchanged fromn thc uniform case and Is given by
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the express!ons of equation (2.75).

The effect of the nonuniformities can be seen immediately by consider-

ing the case in which only pressure variations affect the burning rate. Then

e- %3.15)

The coefficient is always real, so that-only the value of the interaction

index is changed. Thus, for ail WA)

- (3J (5a)

and

(3.16b)

For a combustion distribution cara•terized by A, ,> >

That I s, the ordi nates- of stabl Ity imit curve on the 4t-r-p ane

are contracted, increasing the area of the- unstable region above the curve.

Therefore, an injection distribution for-which k•71 is more unstable

than a uniform one, for corresponding mean combustion chamber conditions.

-Coder -first the case -in which the only nonuniformlt-if Is -n the

radial directlin, so that Y(). This case is of the greatest Interest

in this Investitatlon biedause in -the rocket iotors -used for the experimental

phase the injection of the propell3nts-w,-s concentrated-at a single radius,

thus providing a highly nofuniform-distribution-. Then�

The integral In the denominator gives
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so that the pressure coefficient b.comes

Alih (3.17)

The limfltng case of concentration corresponds to a distribution

function in the form of a pulse at a single radius V11

A 00=r) o r r Z

The normaltzi.-;g condition, equation (3.5), is, for•L_,(r),

/Air) rdr

then

3vSA (46) _ -S)

Figure 30 shows the radial variation of the pressure coefficient AI1ý1t ) for

the first and second tangential modes and the first radial mooe. it-can be

seen that a rocket motor wi+h Injection concentrated on a airtle Thc raal2;s of

which is greater than approximately sfzc lenlihs of the chamber radius Is iri'e

unstable In +he tangentlal modes than a correspondlhg wotqr-witf% .:nifo.r!y

distributed combustion. The-most unstable conflqur.A4ion for these modes il

that for which the Injection radius equals the chember radius. For this case,

for the first tangential model -

On the other hand, the first radial mode s absolutely st"be when ir'=go,63

(pressure node); and concentrated-combustion is more unstable than uniform

only for -.- --
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An estimate of the effect of the spreading of the propellant

streams on th2 stability behavior car. be obtained by considering a rectangu-lar

injection distribution,

0.!) O r 5 r.--•. A-t

1A_ I

where ji=0 corresornds to the pulse distrioutlon. In Figure 31, the coeffi-

1ient A,, , which corresponds to the first tangential mode, Is shown as- a

function of the extent of the spreading, Al- , for three values of the mean

radius v- For this distribution, coefficients greater than unity are

reduced and those less than unity are increased as -i is increased. For

moderate amounts of spreading, the canges in the coefficients are not -large.

Therefore, since the actual burning rate distribution is not known for a

rocket motor-with radially concentrated injection, a good approxlmatlon to the

stability -limits in such a case can be obtained by using a pulse type distribu-

tion function.

- A more, uniform combustion distribution can be achieved by injecting

- at more-than one radius. If the spreading-of the propellant streairs is

nejlected, the burning -rate distribution fundtibon can be tbkeil as-

where 6J s the -irac delta function, i.e., a pulse at radius r• , ar.d

A is the fraction of the total propellant How' rate which--s Injected-at

S- L -

(3.22)

41; 4. erL)
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Consider ýin injector ror which = . Then

A k t (3.22a)

In order to obtain the most uniform injection density distribution, the

injection radii must be such that the areas corresponding to the 1? are all

equal. It may be verified that

For such an Injector, the variations with the number of injectfln radii of the

pressure coefficients for the first and second tangential modes and the first

radical mode are given in the following table:

j = I A-1 = 1.142 A2 1 = 1.110 A0 2 = 0.133
2 1.036 1.009 0.600

I-- 1.011 1.003 0.811

Thus, for the tangential modes. as few as three injection circles can produce

a pressure sensitivity substantial:, equivalent to that of an absolutely
uniform injection distribution. However, the first radial mode requires a

larger 6umber of circles in order to accomplish a similar result.

With regard to pressure sensitivity, nonuniformity of the injection

density In the tangertial direction Is not significant for radial modes co

for the spinning forms of tangential modes. The reasons are thf+ therL. are

no diametral nodal surfaces for radial modes, avd !.• the tangential modes,

the nodal surfaces rotate with respect to the injector. Thus, in the defini-

tion of -A , equation (3.10a), the produci %0 I identically for radial

Ind spinning tangential modes.

Assuming that the injection dictribution is uniform radially,

," 0#) =(. For a standing mode, jcqSe , so that

7o r (~csvd 3.23)
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The normalizing condition on /(&) is

If all injection is concentrated along a single radius OL e49,

,u(e) =(3.24)

Then

A ezLG) 2 co- 0 0z (3.25)

In a standing tangential mode. the pressure nodal. surfaces are

located at 0% and ýZ , and the antinodal surfaces are at ' =0

and T Then according to equation (3.24), If combustion is concentrated at

a node, the press-re coefficient is zero, so that the Interaction inOex required

for neutral oscillai ions is infinite. Thus the operation In unconditionally

stable. On the other hand, If combustion is concentrated at an antlnode, the

coefficient Avh(#) attains its maximum value of 2. Then the interaction

index at a stability limit is just half of that for a uniform comnbustion dis-

tribution. Positions of the combustion zone intermediate between the nodes and

antinodes give AwA values between zero and two. In particular, injection

at =-W e3,19 orV results in a pressure sensitivity equivalent to that of

uniform. injection. These results correspond to those obtained by the Analysis

of longitudinal modes for combustion concentrated at arbitrary . bxila)ion6 (1).

When the propellants are injected at more than one discrete angle,

the distribution function can be written as

/,&()~ =(3.26)

where ¶ is the fraction o+ the total flow rate injected at t (9, and

) is the Dirac function, as before. Then

2v 2i1 cog (3.27)

For the case in which

A .o2 -va, (3.27a)

the experimental rocket motors used In this investigation had injection
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c..centratei ai twelve ungular positions. It can be checked that A,,- Az =I

for this case, so that the experimental motors represented well the pressure

sensitivity of combustion uniformly distributed in the tangential dlrectlun.

Finally, the case of combustion concentrated both radia'ly and

tangentially wijl be considered. Let
A . (3.28)

/L (r)0)~ = : Z 7~ 4'&ýkij
This burning rate distribution represents that corresponding to iJ. discrete

injection points ( 0,1r ). The pressure coefficient Tor a standing tangential

mode is then

A C- = _ %= f= o , C4

Wr 2 -s' 1 J(s)

which is equivalent to

A ' III AA~ jA v4(&9 (3.29)
L.=. Jxt

where A4m), Aykj (Uj) are defined in equations (3.19) and (A.25) The remarks

made above concerning the location, both radially and tangentially, of the

injection points apply to this case also. If the injection rate is the same

ekt each point, then 7'. =1.j , and equation (3.29) simplifies to

which is just the product of the-expressions bbtained previously, equations

(3.22a) and (3.27a), by considering separately the effects of radial and

tangential injection concentration.

In order to determine the velnr, ty effects for nonuniform Injection

distributions, it is convenient to divide equation (3.14) through by AvA,



after ioserting the definitions

A.Q1

Thus,

Ail• +• let ..- • = u

The characteristic equation is now of the same form as equation (2.78). Then,

once the pressure effect of the nonuniformity has been taken into account,

the velocity effeCTS ,vdify tne stabi!ity I;m;is as discussed for the uniform

:njection case. That is, if the expansion coefficient CA is of the form

-i-t, where C is a positive, real number, the tangential velocity will

cause a contraction or expansion in the 4,u direction of the stability 1-imIt

curves on the AV, ,T - plane. The effect of the radial velocity, as before,

will be a shifting of the curves in the 'direction. The magnitudes of these

effects will depend on the values taken byA and . These

coefficients will now be examined for several cases of nonuniform Injection

distribution.

From equations (3.10), the two velocity coefficients for a general

burning rate distribution /4(r , ) are

i4 I --ff (3,3!)

a f(3.32)

When the nonuniformity is in the radial direction only, the coefficients

f! p
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become

r ( r J J _ . jr ( S r ev C

1 7,t " r r
CA.. CIA

(spinning mode)

(standing irode)

It is clear that ttw;Ž ccývyersence problems encounterec pre-vious!y* with the

tanaential velocity effoct for a standing mode are present for any combustion

distribution which is uniform in the tangential direction. The effects of

nonuniformities can be seen by considering the case of combustion concentrated

P
at a single radius. Fori&(v ) = (v!) the coefficients are

- - • (spinqini morde) (3.36)

Ths magnitudes of i'hese v.eiocity effect coefficients relative to those for

L•niform injection are shown *n Figures 32 and 33.

For the tangential nodes, both the radial and tangeiticl velocity

effects increase ip' rei,-tion tc the pr..rsre effect as the raclus of i-jection

approaches zero. However, since the p-essure effect coefficieirt is also

decreasing, and at a more r&pid rare, the overall result is that of increasing

*vid. pp. 56, 57
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stability as the radius of injection is decr ased. In the case of the first

radial mode, slmilar conclusions can be drawn as the injection radius apploaches

the radius which corrt=poiids to the pressure node, r = 0.6276.

When the nonuniformity in the burning rate distribution Is entirely

in the tangential direction, the velocity effect coefficients differ from the

unif-orm injection coefficients only for the btanuing mode, for which

Ik J~'(Sp-4 r) r) -

J44 j2(av.tdrCs'

Comparison of these equations with equations (2.56) and (2.58b) yields

/ (3,37)
Yo AA : A( 96 / i4 .. r

Thus, the radial velocity effect is insensitive to nonunlformities in The

tangential direction, as would bo expected. In addition, for certain distri-

butions, tangential velocity effects will be present for the standlng mode,

w:hereas there are no such -ffects for the uniform itzjection c'ze., If #(G9 )

is properly continuous and vanishes at 4 = o , Tr, then the convergence

problems cncountered previously will no longer be present because the function

which must be expanded in the elgenfunction series, *)s4}'* ,

does satisfy the same boundary conditions a- rhe eigenfunctions themselves.

For certain functions/4(0) the coefficient vanishes. In order to

determine the nature of such distribution functions, the integral in the
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nume ator of equation (3.38) is written ýs the sum of integrals over

subintervals of length 7 ,

c ,o," . . + ,, f -+ d (3.39)

Since

the second iiTeqra on the right side c4 eq-uation (3.39) becomes

T 5ioa - C sYe

Thus, if /( r) = ), +he first two terms on the right cancel.

1M&reover, if ,A4(b ) is periodic. with period •, all pairs of terms in

equation (3.39) cancel. Therefore', in order that the tangential velocity

effect vanish for a standing tangential mode, the burnincg rate distribution

must satisfy the conditions

It is clear that the uniform dlstribution,/4,= I, is such a function.

For functlon'sA(U ) which do not satisfy the conditions (3.c0),

.te ta.gentla! velociTy coefficient for the standing mode is real, rather

than imaginary as for the spinning mode. Thus, for such Injectors the 1angen-lidi

velocity causes a shift of the stability limits in the t'directlon for the

standing mode, but in the Mdirection for a spinning mode. If the combustion

is concentrated along a single radius, ( . )= ), and

YWA 1 c e (sianding mode) (3.41)
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Although t Poo for (I = zr0 (i÷ ), K =0, i; the characteristic
2V

equation,

A-Cv

with ar0  e , , r , shows that/A-* for injection at-thlk

angle. If several injection angles are 'jced. so that/.( )
I

( ) L1(3.42)

which can vanish i4 A_(6 ) satisfies the periodicily and symmetry conditions

of equation (3.40). The tangential velocity effect coeffiG;ent for injection

at a series of discrete points (rji; ) can be obtained, In the same manner as

used for the pressure coeff;cient Ak, by combining equations (3.36) and

(3.42).

B. Application of the theory to a Variable Angle Sector Motor

In the experimental verification of the theory of longitudinal mode

co..ustion instability, stability limits were determined on the mixture ratio,

chamber length plane (16). From such limits, it was possible to derive values

of the interaction index and sensitive time lag as functions of the mixture

ratio. This experimental technique was made possible by the fact that as

long as the length was kept greater than that necessary for iubstantially

complete combustion, chai..<: of length had no effec' on the -o.nbustion zone,

i.e., on/& and V , the parameters characterizing --he comhstion process.

Since The chamber resonance properties were chang.d with a change in length,

it was possible to survey the entire range of stability behavior, from stable

operation through several harmonics of oscil;atory operation.

A similar approach to the study of purely transverse modes of

combustion instability Is much more dlificult, The reason is that the charac-
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teristic iength for Transverse modes iL the chamber radius. Simply changing

the radius of the combustion chamber wil! result also in changes In the

recirculation pattern and in the nozzle contract;on ratio. If the larter Is

kept constant, the pressure level will fall, unless the injector hole size is

increased or mort3 holes are added to the injector. Maintaining the length

to diameter ratio o- the combustion chdmber carries with It ihe aenger of

entering regions of longitudinal mode instability. Although some of these

variables, such as the contraction ratio and chamber length, can be accounted

for theoreit..;iiy, the dependence of the combustion paranmeiers on the others

is not known at the present time.

Fo,- tangential modes, which are by far the most commonly observed,

the possibility exists of measuring stability limits by using a variable angle

sector motor. Such a motor is shown In Figure 34. Changes In the angle can

be made by means of sector shaped inserts which fit the internal contours

of the combustion chamber from the injector face to beyond the throat of

the nozzle. It is not necessary to extend the inserts very far into the

supersonic portion of the nozzle. For such a motor, the characteristic

iength can be taken to be V

The use of'a sector motor is not without difficulties. In the

study of lonqitudinal modes, the chamber length can be varied contlnuousil,

i.e., in ari11trarill s-all increments, so that quite pr..Jse measurements of

the stability limits can be made, at least in principle. However, It is not

physically possible to construct an injector which is absolutely uniform in

the tangential direction. Therefore, the sector angle can .iever be continuously

variable. Even accepting such a lini-*.!rlon, which may be of greater or lesser

importance in any particular investiqetlon, further restrictions are Imposed

on an injector to be used for angular stability limit tests.
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First, the injection oistribution mu.t be periodic in the tangential

direction. The smallest increment by which the sector angle can be changeo

is then equal to ihe period of the injezt!on pattern. It is reasonable to

expect the recirculation pattern to have the same period. However, the

further requirement is imposed that the symmetry (or periodicity)"of the

recirculation be maintained relative to meridianal planes. That Is, there

must be no swirl, or angular distortion, of the recirculation pattprn. Hence,

it is requirea that the neT momentum of the injector sprays be directed

axially. If this conaition is not satisfied, urburned propellants may impinge

on the faces of the inserts. The liquid layers thus formed noy alter the

combusticn process to a sufficient degree that the tests become worthless.

Wall effects become incrczsIngly significant as the sector angle Is decreased.

Below a certain angle, the equivalence between the sector and the full chamber

motors may no longer bt- valid. However, it must be said that sector motors

of fairly small angle (270) have been operated with steady state performance

very close to that of the corresponding full circular motor (9).

In a sector motor, the boundary conditions in the tangential

direction are

I 1 (0 = 0) = 0 -

Ui ( (3.-,2)

Since the proper solution of equation (2.37c) for the standing mode is

fhe fundamental component of the tangential velocity perturbation is

- It
= \,(J) V)
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Then the solid wall condition requires tl1+

which implies that

where mn = i corresponds to the first tangential mode, M = 2 to the second,

etc. The oscillation pattern in a sector motor of angle * =IT is thus ihe

same as that of the standing mode in a fuji chamber. The Bessel functions of

the first kind, 3.d, are continuous in the order- . Therelore, the zeros Svh

of the derivatives of the Bessel functions are continucus in I , as shown in

Figure 35. Thus for a given tangential mode, with each sector angle %is

associated a value of thp acoustic oscillation frequency. From Figure 35 and

equation (3.44) it can be seen that £%inc-eases for decreasing angle. Both

the nozzle admittance and the eigenfunction expansion coefficients are

functions of Sgk. The effects of the sector angis on AY1, 8' , andC(,for

radially concentrated combustion are shown in Figures 36, 37, and 38.

The center sf the combustion chamber, v- = 0 , is a stagnation

point for the transverse velocity components for angles less than T'. However,

for o( >ir , --) < I for the first tangential mode, so that Y' = 0 is a poar.t

of infinite velocity (for inviscid flow). In the flow c; a real fluid aroind

such a corner a vortcx rattern Is established. For osc'!.story flow, vortices

will be alternately created and destroyed cyclicly on both sides of the

corner. Such a phenomenon constitutes a disturbance to the oscillation pattern;

it may have an important, but incalculable effect in the stabtlOy behavior.

In considering the Influence :t tie trdnsverse velocities and of the

injection 4istrlbution nonuniformities in a sector motor, it is convenient to

make the change of variable

W 19 (3.45)
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so that ranges between a and7r for" betwe n I and o Then the tangential

eigenfunctions are

OP cos F0 (3.46)

With this modification, all of the expressions derived previously for the

standing mode apply to the sector motor.

The effect of the sector angle on i; .A•bility limits for the 1fiUT

tangential mode with no velocity effects is demonstrated by Figures 39, 40,

and 41. These curves were calculated for the axially concentrated steady

state combustion d'!-ý;Lution which was discussed in Chapter J".. Figure 39

shows the limits for sector angles of 600, 90°, and 1800 fo- a uniform trans-

verse combustion distribution. The slight differences in the mrinimum inter-

action index values are caused by the changes in the acoustic frequency Svh

through the nozzle admitta.nce coefficients. The solution for 4'tis affected

to only a slight extent Dy the value of S•h. Therefore,Z is approximately

proportion2 to -L As the sector angle is decreasd, the region of

instability on the/A-,Z - plane for any particular mode moves tcmard smaller

V. For a given value of/h/, the range of unstable time fag values also

decreases with decreasing angle.

The effect of concentrated combruST in oTite stabilI:ty limits Is

shown in Figure 40 for r, = 8/9 and in Figure 41 for r, = 5'9. These

injection radii correspono 4-o those. used in thp Pexprimental 0 :nch.diameter

rocket motor. For injection on the larger circle, the unstable zones extend

to lower -7las the sector angle decreases. OA The other hand, for the smaller

injection radius, the sector motor becomes more stable as the ang!Ž is

decreased. Although there is no radiub fur s,',,c,, the minmufi -r.tcrac. Of

index is independent of the sector angle, from Figure 36 it can be seen that

the smallest variation of it., witho( occurs for rz ---0.76.



From Figures 39, 40, and 41, it Is apparent that any point (,'x)

which is within an unstable region lies on the intersection of tho stability

limit curves for two sector angles. Therefore, there is a range of angles

for which the rocket motor re~resented by thatn -C pair is unstable (in

the mode considered). Thus, the possibility exists for determining values of

the interaction index (for pressure) and the-sensitive time !ag by measuring

angular stability limits. Since the velocity Indices f, and -. are not

presently calculable, these stability limif tests must be carrld out using-

velocity Insensitive injectors, such as a tangentially oriented spud in-

jector (see Figure 7) with a sufficiently large number of spuds. If the

pressure index and time lag are known, then it appears possible to determine

the radial velocity index er by noting the difference between the predicied

and actual angular stability limits using the radial spud orientation. Then,

If Rr =,$s'. andje =9¢•f. , where f: Is the spud orientation angle,

as postulated ia Chapter II , the tangential velocity index, which is important

In the instability of the full circular motor, is determined at the same time.

C. Generalized Time Lag Formulation

In the previous chapter, an expression for the burning rate

perturbation was derived, following G), on the basis of the foltnwing time

lag schematiza~ion. The actual, gradual evolution of-combustion products f-00-

+he liaqid propellants 4Js approximated by an Instantaneous conversion,

af+er a ccrtaln time Interval from injection, called the total tlmne lag ( .T )-

It was assumed that the combustion process was not sensitive to fluctuating

conditions in the combustion chamber during the first part of the total time

lag, called the insensitive time lag (t%). During the latt-r part, the

sensitive time lag (T ), the rates of the processes occuring during combustion

were assumed to depend on the pressure and on the transverse components of

the gas velocity. The degree of sensi ivity of the combustion prucess to the
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chamber conditions wag represented by flhe pres ure interaction index 4V

and the velocity indices Ar and h Thus, considering combustion to

occur at time t , the interaction indices were assumed to be zero from

t--CT to L-r , and to have constant values from i-r to . StabilIty

criteria were deriveo on the basis of this time lag scheme. The effect of

a!teir,ative time lag formulations on the characte;,stic equation for neutra.

oscillations will be considered In this section.

The step function combustion model defining Hile total time lag will

be retained in the ioilowing analysis. However, the simple dlvision of T

into a sensitive and insensitive parT will be replaced by ti- more general

scheme shown in Figure 42 (b). According to this model, the combustion

process is sensitive to veloc!ty effects only during the time interval 'q to

and to pressure effects only between l4and *-Z. Therefore tyr-r~t, is

the velocity sensitive time lag and TV=ZT4 -LT is the pressure sensitive time

lag; A straightforward calculation, following the procedure used in Chapter

IL, yields an expression for the burning rate perturbation.

The overall rate of the processes involved in the combustion of -

the liquid bipropellants is specified as follows:

e ') trt (3.47

*U&44~4ie5*D) +~CT+J '+---- + rs .r -M

where the index and the perturbation A r'-er ?ither to the radial or to

the tangential velocity, or to both. The total time lag is defined by the
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following equation

t t

f-.Wfe fa. (2.17)

which expresses the condition that ihe transformation from reactants to

products takes place when the processes occurring during ihe time lag ha',.

accumulated to a certain level.

Introducing the expressions (3.47) into equation (2.17) gives

+ f f' •,÷•'•)t + .i de.
+ -,/T+-r,

-TT4)r t f.(3.48)

+ fit.

"Er

Upon rearrangement equation (3.48) becomes

t+ + jrp
E-r •-t~rq t-i''t _•7rJ -

_or -ýr --CT*Z3(3.49)
d d

-r-r-

Assuming the spatial nonuniformity of . to be negligible, the onn~grc

the left side can be written as

so that

M- ngci higher order (3.50)

neglecting higher order terms.
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Tne burning raT: perturbation was tound in Chapter II to be related

to the time rate of change of the time lag by the expression

Q e0••J = _ dt (2.1T)

Differentiatior, of eauation (3.50) with respect to tinme and making use of

the definitions of C-v and -cp gives

•t•- --•e{'•'t)e• ()3..5-•

-) + higher order terms

Then, since-the burning rate perturbation is of the form

The proportionality factors are, from equation (3.51),

These expressions are to be compared with those of equation (2.3Z).

From equation (3.53) it can be seen that the more general form.ula-

tion of the combustion process requires the use of eighT parameters- the to-rl

time lag ' ; the pressure interaction index/yu and time lags ,

the v•ocii, inaices A- -t and time lags ' , If a relation exists

between R2 andA , as in the case of 'the unlkke impinging doublet spud

injector considered in Chapter II , then the number of parameters required

is reduced to seven.

t The char.cteristic equation

iv R+L ý
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is a corrplex relation between the comb.stlon parameters which must exist If

neutral oscillations of frequency are --, occur. A solution can be obtained,

as discussed previously, only if 'll but two of the parameters are known. At

the present time, it is not possible to calculate any of the sensitive or

insensitive time lagb or interaction indices. However, the pressture sensitivity

thecýry haz been applied successfully to the analysis of longitudinai modes

of instability. According to this formulation,

so that

= (-e )(3.55)

on the basis of this longitudinal mode theory, a n.m+hod has been developed for

measuring .-? and V. experimentally.,

The time lag model used "i previous sections of this dissertation

constitutes the simplest extensicn of the pressure sensitivity theory to

include velocity effects. Thus, the velocity time iags were assumed to be

identical to the pressure time lag. In the preliminary experimental stuai.?Z,

it was observed that the velocity effects were more important in the early

combustion region than in -the zone of greatest combustion Intensity. Thene-

fore, a better approximation to the actual combustion process than the

simple, common-time-lag model may be obtained by settir.g '! C 0 , so thrt

2~ St. (e~~j)(3.56)

while retaining equation (3.55) to describe the pressure effect,

It is seen that the total time lag is involved in the separate

time lag formulation. The total time lag for a propellant element is definec

as

ET f7 1W (3.57)
0 4 3'
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where - is the station at which the elemen, undergoes conversion to

combustion products. If combustion is concentrted at a single axial sta",;on

1, and all elements have the same velocity, equation (3.56) becomes

LT = = ...

where UL,- is a mean liquid velocity. For this case the functions R and

V are independerPt of E . If the combustion is distributed axially, then

amO(N) and J=-7(/), so that the form of the characteristic equation is

somewhat modifi'd, Eqoua+ion (2.53b), for o ='•, q = h, becomes

d3 Re (3.5a)

S--

and

0e9J1. df " (3.59')

o

Similar results are obtained for 6 • If a function , , is otvtined as

the for

= (3.6C)

0 n 0 a-

then the characteristic equation for the case ot distibh~ited combustion t-.Kes

th'e form

Avk 6P • (3() + (,)• •=•,.61)



and solutions are obtai.•d in the same ma-ner as for the concentr ited case.

An imuortant application of either equation (3.54) or (3.61) is the

determinaticn of the velocity effect parameters once the pressure interaction

index /n. and time lao IF are known. It is clear that a value of one of the

velocity indices 4_, X4 , or a relation between th2 two, must be Known ;.

cýrder to f[no solutions of the chare&t "÷. equation. Since both T,-he

radial and the tanyential velocity effects are of the same form, it is

necessary to discuss the solution for or ly one of them. Thus, let 00 = 0 In

the following. F,,- simplicity, the sz!ut:on of equation (3.54) .II be

considered.

For this case, the characteristic equation can be written in the

form

I u C (3.62)

where

Lbr evs

Since equation (3.62) is complex, it is equivalent to the two real equations

-•r C•0S • : ,

The solution of this simultaneous pair is

2 _v (3.64)

The most important difference between the "common" and "separate.

+ime lag formulations is the presence of the total time lag as a parameter in

the latter model. Since 'ZL is 0( ue) and 1 is 0 (1), the total time lag

SG %s 0(4 ). Thus, small variations in the frequency W . which in the

method of solution Is regarded as the independent variable, cause large

changcs in the function 9 (I, Therefore, it is important that the combustion



distribution iZ (ir) and the liquid velocity 1(9 ) oe accurately known if

a valid solution for The combustion parameters is to be obtained frorr, +he

separate time lag iormulation. It can bc concluded, then, that further study

ot the detai!s of the combustion process is needed in order to refine the

time lag nodet properly.
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CHAPTER IV

Experimnentc: Results and Conclusions

A. General Considerations

The stobiiity limit relations for transverse modes ul instability in

The two preceding chapters were based on th- comcepT ot a sensitive comb'istion

tirne lag. The validity of this model as apolied to longitudinal modes has

been demonStrated experimentally. However, the extension 1,D transverse modes

in\oolved more than just a geometric change in the number of dimensions. It

was necessary also to include in the combustion model a sensitivity to velocity

as .we!l as pressure oscillations, to treat nonuniform injection distributions,

and to develop a i.tlfhud u-' iixuring stability limits at which the linearized

theory co•'1d be applied. None of the effects considered had been studied

systematically by any previous worker. Therefore, the final phase of the

present investigation consisted of a series of experiments designed to test

tne +neoreticci predictions.

The experimental apparatus used in these tesis was the same as that

used in the exploratory tests described in Chapter I. All tesTs were -'~de at

a mean chamber pressure of 150 psia and at a thrust level of '000 ujnaos

based on operation of the full circular chamtc, The injector spuds ý,ere

designed to give equal propellant velocities and axially directed spray fans

at a mixture ratio of 1.4. Most of Hiie effort was devoted to the measurement

of angular stability limits, using the variable angle sector motor. A limited

number of full motor tests were made ik order to otserve the wave patterns of

the spi-ining forms of tangential modes. In some of tnese tests, destruct ble

barriers were used to determine the role of starting transients in the

stabil;ty probie-. The number of full motor tests was necessari!y restricted

by the extremely destructive nature of the spinning tangential modes. Tests
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were also conducTeo aith a variable I igth motor in order to use the well-

developed longitidinal mode stability limi t method to measure the Dressure

interaction inoex and sensitive time lag. Correspondence between the

loiigitudinal and transverse motors was achieved by making the cross section

of the variaole len~th motor in the snape of a 300 sector, as shown in

Figure 43. In this way the nature o; -ecirculation pa ;-rn -,-intained

the same in '-he longitudinal tests as in the transverse, provided that the

injector satisfies the conditions required by the sector motor concept, which

were discL::-3 in Chapter III.

In the experimental program the prope!la t nombina+lon and injector

type were held constant. The comoination of liquid oxygen and ethyl alcohol

was chosen on tne basis of the large amount of experience gained in the use

of this combination in tne previous investigation of longitudinal modes of

instaoiiity, The unlike impinging doublet injector was selected because of

the nature of its symmetry. The spray formed by this type of injector can be

expected to be sensitive to mixing effects of the velocity component parallel

to the line of centers of the unlike propellant orifices but not of the

component normai to the line of centers. The use of the spor injector, with

the spud orientation variable, facilitated the separate study of the e-,ets

of the radial and tangential velocity components. However, The :p~ay angle

with respect to t1- combustion chamber axis is ) runction ;f the mixture ratio.

Only at the design mixture ratio is the net spray momentum of the tangential

spud orientation directed axially. Thus, a swirl component is introduced into

the recirculation pattern for off-design operation, and seriot's trouble may

be eticountered from wall effects, es'-,c'ally for small sector anciles. There-

fore, lih;s type of injector is not suitable for sector tests over a wide

range of mixture ratios, so that the results of the stability limit tests

can be regarded as valid only near TVie design point.
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T-•e determination ot the variaLe angle stability limits was

effected by means of a large number of rocket test runs., Indiviaual tests

were quite simple The motor was operated at preselected values of 1the

mixture ratio and chamber pressure, wnich were monitored Dy steady state

gages and llowmete - ine primary measurement was the ocillatory component

oT the chambe,- pressure. Botn amplitude and requency data were recorded.

The determination of the mode of instability was made on the besis of the

frequenc, of the oscillations It has been observed by manl investigators

that tne frej#n.vy of purely transverse modes is always within Ten percent

of the frequency of t,--acoustic modes in a closed cylinder, This result

is obtained even in 1,) cUse of very large ampli+ude oscillations.

Tne exact--ý*x-!-de level of the oscillation in an unstable motor

is of little significance to a linear theory. However, the variation of the

amplitude as a stability limit is approached can be an indication of the

location of the limit This fact is of particular importance in view of the

rather large secior angle increment required by the experimental apparatus.

Figure 41 snows the tvpica: variation of the oscillation amp!itude -ith

sector angle for a constant value of mixture ratio The trans!;'on fr'om

tne +irqt to the second tangential modes was generally quite sharp. In ihe

case shown in Figure 44, a very small mixture ratio shift at an angle of 180"

cased a cha,,-e in the :..- -e with little variation of ampl i de. However, the

limits between stab;e operation and the first tangential mode of instability

were less clearly defined. Many cases of organized oscillations alternating

irregularly with random combustion noise were observed. At the small angles

.associated with these limits, the combusf;on niise level was ouite high, often

exceeding 10 psi (rms).

In most of the stability limit tests a single pressure transducer

was used The amplitude of a standing mode oscillation varies approximately
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a t; , whet O-Go and &_ci correspond to the flat walls formed

by the sector inserts. For large ssale oscillations, the wave shape departs

from the sinusoidal, so that the amplitude does not vanish at the nor's (0

as shown in Figure 45. In order to obtain the maximum amplitude, the pressure

transducer was placed as near as -racticable to one of the flat walls. For

full motor tests, and in some SeCTOi" t- i, two or three pre.dr= p:,.:-.ups

were irserted at 900 intervals around the chamber circumference. In this

manner it was possible to detect whether a particular oscillation was of the

spiining or :t+.•ding type. By means ot observations of the relative phases of

the pressure traces the direction of travel of a spinning wave, which was of

great significance In the velocity effect studies, could be determined.

The experiments were organized into three series. First, sector

motor stabiiity limit tests using the tangential orientation of the injector

spuds were made in order to verify theoretical predictions concerning the ef-

fects of chamber diameter and injection diameter in the absence of velocity

effects. The bases for this series were ihe theoretical demonstration of the

absence of tangentia! ve!ocity offec+- in standing modes and the nature of the

symmetry of the unlike doublet type of injector. The secoJ ceries of

experiments utilized fu'l circular chambers in order to study the ta,'errial

velocity effects. In particular, these tests sought +o determine ihe positive

velocity direction -•ith respect to the injectaor dcubie 4  Using the Information

obtained from the second series, the sign of the radial velocity index could

be determined. The third series of experiments was then devoted to measuring

the angular stability limits using the radial spud orlentetien. These tests

were designed to ascertain the validily of the theoretical prediction that

the radial velocity causes a shift of the angular stability limits In a

direction which depends on the sign of the velocity index. The eesults of

the experimental pr,.gram will be discussed in connection with the corresponding
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theoretical calculations in the following ,ectiorns.

B. Sector Motor Tests with Tangential Spud Orlontatlon

The angular stability limits shown in Figure 46 are typical of tne

results obtained from the sector motor tests. A point representing each

test has been plot+ed on the mixture ratio, sector angle plane with a symbol

,vi ich describes The nature of the operation, ,. g. , stable, firsb ti-,ial

mode, etc. At small angles, the rocket motors operate stably. As the angle

is increased, a regio- of first tangential mode si-blllty is found. The

second tangentie2 a.ode is observed at angles greater than 1800. No other

modes have been observed in these tests. Although the transition from the

first to the second mode is sharp in general, there is some difficulty in

obtaining reproducibili+y. Possibly this efuct is a result of overlapping of

the unstable regions for the two modes (see Figu.e 21). At the lower limit

of the first tangential mode the 300 increment in sector angle restricts the

accuracy obtainable in the definition of the stability limit.

The variation of the propellant spray angle with mixture ratio results

in the possibility of effects caused by distortion of the recirculatlon pattern

and liquid impingement on the walls. Therefore one is advised to raw co4 -

clusions only from the tests made In the vicinity of the design mixture ratfl.

However, it has been found that by surveying a rather widp mixture ratlo

range, it Is possible 4, compensate somewhat for the coarq.ess of the sector

angle variation. As an example, in Figure 46 it is apparent that the limit

between the first and second modes at a mixture ratio of 1.4 lies close to 180o.

If testing had been confined only to that one mixture ratio, fle iir.iit could

on!y have been descrihpd as being somewh-,e Uetween 1800 and 2100. For the

most part, however, the variation of the stability limits with mixture ratio

is very small, unlike the results obtained for longitudinal mode stability

limits (16).
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The tests ,hown in Fiqure 46 correspond to a rocket motor with a

9 inch combustion chamber diameter, for which the chamber exit Macn number

was approximately 0.05. The propellants were injected near the outer

periphery, on an 8 inch diameter circle. The theoretical angular stability

iimits corresponaing to this configuration are shown In Fig,,re 47. Because

of the theort-ical result that tri'•! velocity effec+÷ are absent In

standing modes, and the fact that radial velocIty effects on the spray prod-

uced by a tangentially oriented doublet can bo expected to be quite small,

the i4mi1 c,.-s of Figure 47 were cz.,u~ated assuming only 1;essure sensitivity

of the combustion process.

Considering the stability limits at the design mixture ratio (1.4),

it is seen that the (/n,,I ) point representing this particular motor must

fall within the small oval shaded area. Thus the interaction index must lie

between 0.60 and 0.75 and the time lag between 0.11 ana 0.14 millisecond. In

previous stability limit tests using an unlike irpinging doublet injector with

a design mixture ratio of 1.4, tne values obtained for the combustion parameters

were: /- = 1.7, V'• =0. 5 miilisecond. The most sti iking difference

between these results is the greatly reduced interactio:n inoex as deiermined

from the transverse mode stability limit tests. However, the iorigitudinal

mode tests were made with a 3-inch diameter chamber, at a th-1st of.el o' 25Q

pounds and a chamter pressure of 300-1 psia. :h~.-fo~e, the comparison is not

really valid.

In order to determine whether the combustion parameters determined

from the tangential orientafion sector tests agree with those which can 'e

obtained from longitudinal tests, i+ was necessary to construct and operate
l0

a variable leagth, 300 sector motor tests. The use of the sector-shaped Zross

section assured the matching of the recirculation pattern in the variable

angle and variabl,' length motors. However, comparison of the values of iie
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combustion przrameters wiih the fheoretice ;olngitudinal mode stability pattern,

as shown iv Figure 48, indicated that no inqtability could be expected .Ath

the variable lengtn motor beca'ssp of the low interaction Index and senst'ive

fite lag values. The longitudinal mode tests are presented in Figure 49.

It can La seen tha+ the theoretical prediction of stability was Indeed verified.

A.,wever, this result cannot be considered ,s - positive demonstration o- rhe

identity of the pressure effect combustion parometers in both longitudinnl and

+ransverse modes.

The sr.e injector spuds were also used in a 6 inch Gilmn+•- coanbustion

chamber at the same levels of pressure and thrust, so thz-t the exit Mac-h number

was increased to 0.10. Prope;(ant injection was on a 5 irri- diameter circle,

slightly smaller in relation to the chamber d!ameter than that of the preceding

case. Figure 50 shows the theoretical stabilitv limit curses corresponding

to this motor configuration. It should be noted that, if the dimersicnal time

lags are the same for The 6 and 9 inch motors, the noi.dimenslona! time lags

are in the inverse ratio of the diameters, i.e., -r6=, However, the

experimenta: stability limits tests resultec in a ,ifte different range of

possible 4-Lc values. From Figure 51 it can be seen -hal the iower limit

remained between 600 and 900 and tha upper limit ;as located between 1500 ;2.o

180e. Therefore, the values of the combustion paramiet'ers 'or the 6 inch motor

differ from tnose obta;-d with the 9 inch motor. The in+c'.ctton index and

sensitive lime lag values corresponding to the slzbtlity limits of the smaller

motor are: .65 • .90; .73 <4t*< .93 (milliseconds). The primary

difference between the two casps is seen to be in the time lag va;,e.

Very little is known concernln, .te dependence of the parameters ^.

and - on the physical conditions in the combustion chamber. Since the

chamber pressure, prope!lant Tiow reie,, and injector spAd geometry were the

same for the 9 inch and I inrh motors, the conclksion can be drawn thnt the
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decreasc in the setiýJtive time lag w, brought about by the lateral contraction

of the recirculatlon zone. It should be pointed out that the thecretical

curves were calculated on the basis of combustion infinitely concen',-ated In

the radial direction. However, It was shown In Chapter Ill tnat the amount

of spreading expected for tese injectors would contribute an error of less

than fvo percent, which is much less Tna,. rhe uncertainty in the ex.'erimentii

stability limits.

The third series of tangential spud orientation angular sta'lllty

limit tesc 4z s designed to investigate the effect of the injection dJameter

on stability. For these experiments the 9 inch cobhustion chamber was utIlIzed,

with the same injector spuds as used previously arranged on a 5 inch diameter

circle. According to the distribution function treatment of nonuniform

Injection, the unstable reglons on the / T- p!ane shift toward higher

interaction index values as the inject:on diameter is decreased relative to

the combustion chamber diameter. As shown in Figure 52, an interaction Index

greater than unity is required for instability whe, Injection Is concentrated

at 5/9 of the chamber diameter. Assuming that the combtstlon parameters are

not greatly affected by the change i., the reclrculation patw, -n, the pr'dlction

is made that the rock6t motor will operate ztably. The experimental ,.sults

shown in Figure 53 are seen to be mostly stable. Thp combustlon noise 'evel

on these tests wac higher than that observed in the +Y.- previous series,

averaging 15 psi (rms). For some tests at angles greater than 1800, oscil-

lations at frequencies corresponding to one or another of the transverse

modes dominated the pressure fluctuations Intermittently. A;though these tests

are whown In Figure 53 as "Intermit<F.,T ;Pstabillty" they ae not an indicrtion

of instability but rather due to the p-eferential amplification assoclated

with tlhe resonance properties of the combustion chamber.

Althoughi "his test series established qualitatively the validity



of the theoretical appioc!zh +o nonuniform "njection distributions, it was not

The quantitative proof one would desire. In order to accomplish a more

positive ve'ificatiop an injec+ion diameter intermediate between 5 and 8 Inches

should be used. in order that there be a region of instability, fronr the

limits of which values of the combustion parameters coula be obtained.

However, the resuts of the 6 inch dI --' _ 'r tests have denwc ,ftratt

that the time lag OnJ interaction index are not insensitive to changes in the

injection geometry. Therefore. quantitative verification of the theory for

the injection 0istriuution effect may nut o possible.

C. Full Motor Tests with Tangential Spud Orientation

From the linearized velocity effect theory the result is obtained

that the tangential velocity effects are absent in standing modes and present

in spinning modes. The tangential velocity perturbation acts to shift the

stability limits on the /M ,1 -plane to smaller values of the interaction

index. The effect of the radial velocity perturbation is to shift the

stability limits to larger or smaller time lag values, depending on the sign

of the velocity index. A positive velocity index is associated with the

tangential velocity effect. However, the positive tangential direction is

not defined in terms of the combustion chamber geormetry, as in the case c"

the radial velocity. The positive tangential direction is defined as Tne

direction in which a spinning wave travels.

The sign of the ve;ocity index depends on the characteristics of

the spray formed by the injector. According to-the theoretical model, a

pOSITive velocity index implies that the burning rate is increased when the

velocity perturbation is in the positive diruc+ion. The symmetry of the

unlike imp•-n•ing doublet injector is such that the radial and touiiential

velocity effects can be separated, as discussed previously. For the radial

spud orientation, the velocity effect, due solely to the radial velocity
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componeit, cannot be calculated unles the sign of the velocity Index is known

for a particular injector arrangement. At the present time knowledge of the

details of the combustion process is insufficient to allow the predir;lon of

tne velocity index sign. Therefore, one must resort to e>perfnental means,

Dasod on spinning mode tests with the tangential cpud orientation. by

observing the direction of wave trave, e:.,, respect to the i,-,c t-- .puds,

it is possible to determine the direction of the velocity perturbation which

increases the burning rate. From this infort,;ation the sign of the radial

velocity inrýe for a given radial injector arrangemen+ can be found.

Several full motor tests were made with the tangential spud

orientation. Three pressure transducers were used to determine the direction

of the wave travel with respect to the injector spuds. The results of four

typical tests are shown in tne following table:

Test Chamber Injection
No. Diameter Diameter )%design *Idesign Mode Direction

1 9 8 1.4 .90 IT F" 0
2 9 8 1.4 .87 2T F 0
3 6 5 2.2 .T. d7 IT F 0
4 9 8 1.0 1.39 IT F t'

The wave travel direction was determined as follows. The injecior Vas so

construnted that '.:nking from the nozzle, i-ne fuel ' .s•,ion hole on each spud

lay on the clockwise side of the oxidizer hole. The transd.-cer- signal- showed

that the wave traveled in the counterclockwise direction. Therefore, the wave

crossed each spud from the fuel side to the oxidizer sidi, -r F 0 0, as

shown in the table. For the first 'ingential mode oscillations, the pressurej

transducers were arranged at 900 intervals, as are No. I and No. 2 In FiGure 10.

In the case of the secona mode, the wave direction was determined by placing

a third transduce at the downstream location, but angularly midway between
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ine other two. the resulting phase error was of large enough to affect the

test results.

The angle of the injection spray with respect to the combustion

chamber axis is a function of the ratio of the test mixture ratio to the

design mixture ratio, // design. If this ratio is less than one, the

net lateral spray momentum is in the directios, 0- - 0, and if it is gr-c- -

than one , the spray momentum direction is 0--f F. It is clear from the

test results that the wave travel direction is not affected by any rotation

caused by off-design operation of the injector.

It should be noted that although ti, operating conditions for tests I

and 2 were very nearly the same the resulting oscillations were of different

modes. Moreover, om Ficure A6 it can be seen that the unstable mode of the

standing type is the second tangential. The velocity effects for this con-

figuration are illustrated by Figure 54. Although point "A," representing

the test motor, is within only the second mode unstable zone for the standing

mode, it lies within both the first and second mode zones for the spinning

mode. The difference between test I and 2 was in the starting period. That

is, test I utilized the normal starting procedures, whereas an alur:.num

barrier was used in test 2. The effect of the barrier was to stabilize tne

first tangential mode during the first second of operation by constrain;,g

a stz.nding -ode oscillatW-' pattern in the chamber, Upon buriout of the

barrier, the oscillat;on changed to the spinning type without changing the

mode. This result is an example of nonlinear effects. Although for very

small oscillations both modes could co-exist, if the amplitudes are klrge,

one mode will dominate to the exclusion of ':ie other. In this case the

dominant mode will be the first tangential, unless the second tangential mode

is allowed to grow to larqe amplitude3s, as in test number 2.
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D. Sector Motor Te5ts with Radial fud Orieniation

The full motor tangentiai orientation tests demonstrated that for

the injector used in this investigation tne burning rate is increased by a

velocity perturbation in the direction F-'- 0. For the radial orientation

angular stabili y limit tests, the arrangement of the injcdztor = such that

the direction 0-- F was pcsi!'..,: r-rl+ttrd). Therefore, . nr'a+','e radlIl

velocity was required to increase the burning rate; that isthe radial velocity

index 2,r was negative. According to the velocity effect theory, as

discusbeu i', Chapter II, for 1-< % , the stability limits on the AvC -plane

are shifted toward smaller t . It has also been shown that the stability

limits are moved in the direction of larger - as the sector angle Is

increased. Thus, if the pressure interaction index and sensitive time lag

are to be independent of the orientation of the injector spuds, the effect

of the radial velocity must be counteracted by an increase in the sector

angle. That is, the siability limits for the radial orientation should be

at larger angles than those of tho tangential orientation (no velocity effects).

This prediction was borne out by all of the radial orientation

tests. Figure 55 shows the results for the 9 inch chamber and 8 inch

injection diameters. The lower limit of the first tangential mode waL

located (at / 1.4) at approximately 900, and the upper !;.it b3Tween 1800

and 2100, rather than the 500-90o and i80° r. :)z 3f the previouc tangential

orientation series (Figure 46). From Figure 55 it can be seen that off-design

operation caused significant variation of the stability limits with mixture

ratio, which may be due to distortion of the recirculation pattern.

Similar results were obtainad for the 6 inch chamber, 5 inch

injector (Figure 56). For this case the shift of the upper limit from 15O-ioR0o

to 21C° Is greater than the shift observed for the 9 inch chamber. However,

one hesitates to trust the test results which show the first tangential mode
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at angles greater than 150C because of the unknown influence of the unsteady

vortex pattern resulting from the flow past the sharp corner.

The experimental results for the 9 inch motor with injection c., a

5 incn diameter circle are shown in Figure 57. As in the case of the

corresponding ta-gential orientation tests, the pattern is one of stability.

This result is in agreement with the theoretical prediction that the efct

of the radius of injection is essentially to change the interaction Index

requirea for instabiliiy.

It is possible in principle to determine the m:gnilude of the

velocity Index by comparing the stability limits obtalni.& for the radlai and

tangential spud orientations. Since in the latter case the velocity effects

are absent, the difference in the limits is a measure of the velocity Index.

However, the rate of change of the time lag with respect to the radial velocity

index tor a constant value of the pressure interaction index Is very small.

Therefore, because of the large uncertainty in the stability limits, which Is

due to the 300 increment in sector angle obtainable with the available

experimental 4pparatus, it was not possible to determine the value of the

velocity Index from these radial orientation tests with any meaningful

acckl.racv.

E. Conclusions

The primary gi! of t hisinvestlgatIon %5s to ev4:uate the validity

of applying to the transverse modes of instability the sensitive time lag

theory which had been used successfully to explain the longitudinal modes.

In that tbeory the combustion process was characterized by twc paiameters,

the sensitive time lag V' and the Inter,.;rIon index /*. . It was assur.ed

that all physico-chemical conditions which affected the combustion process

rates could be correlated to the lcsal pressure. The degree of sensitivity

was measured by the iniaractlin index. The longitudinal mode analysis
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showei that if the interaction indt< 4or a given rocket motor system was

sufficiently large, ;here existed ra-ges of the dimensionless te,,ie

lag '1/L• in which tne rocket operation would be oscillator.. The

predictions oi this theory were verified for a variety of injen.tor types

and propel !Znt co,;binations by means of stability !Hmit measurements using

a variable length ( LC ) rocket motor.

When the sensitive time lag theory was applied to purely tram;verse

modes of instabili+y, similar results were obtained as for the longitudina!

case wliW ir e combustion chamber radius Y replacing the Jhamber length i.

in the nondimensionalized time lag, ý -4 //C . However, a preliminary

series of exploratory tests showed that the pressure sensitivity theory was

not sufficient +o cxplalq two experimental observat!ons: (I) the stability

behavior of the standing forms of tangential modes was quite different from

that of "he spinning form, and (2) the orientation of the doublet Injection

pattern with respect to the radial and tangential coordinate directions had

a significant effect on stability.

Based on the findings of the preliminary tes-s a.e:e¢ty se+J|÷vJ'ty

theory was developed. The radial and tangential velocity perturbatlcýs were

assumed to influence the rates of the processes involved In the combjstion~of

the liquid propellants in a manner analogous to the pressure perturba Ion

in the original t'.cnry. A physical mechanism was .. jgested to lie In the

enhancemient of the mixing o. the vapors of the two propellants which could

be effected by the tralsverse components of the gas velocity. The analysis

based on these considerations predicted that the tangen' iai velocity

perturbation would have a strong C.itat~ilizlng effect on spipning tangentl

modes but would have no effect on standino modes. The radial velocity was

shown to cause a shifting of 1he unstable time lag ranges for a given inter-

action index. 1h- orientation effects noted in the preliminary experiments
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were seen +z be the results of the uni-direc:ional sensitivity of the doublet

type of injector

Previous instability analyses had assumed that the steady st÷+e

flow in the combustion chamber was one-dimensional, implying that the

propeilant=s were injected un:formly across the face of the injector. However,

practical considerations dictated the us6 of rocket motors in whicl- the

propellants were injected around the circumference of a single clr-le. Another

result of the preliminary test phase was +hat the radius of the injection

circle in relation to the combustion chamber radius was an important factor

in the stability behavior of a rocket motor. The effect o; the nonuniform

injection disTirbutio.1 was treated in the present analysis by means of-a

trans-erse distribution 1uncticii. For injection concentrated at a single

radius, it waz uemonsirated that there is a greater tendency to instability

as the injection radius is increased.

In order to evaluate the instability theory in a systematic manner,

it was necessary to find a method of measuring stability limits, as was done

for the longitudinal mode case. For tangential modes of oscillation, the sector

motor mefhod of measuring angular !imits was developed. In this metnod, the

sector angle replaces the chdmber length as the variable which governs tha

resonance properties of the combustion chamber. The requirement imposed on a

•t~ili 1 Ilmli motor is T'.Ut the recirculation pattern be preserved. J1 the

case of the sector motor this implies that the injection distribtuion must be

periodic in the tangential direction and that the propellants sprays must be

directed a'idlly In order to achieve proper simulation of the full circular

chlamber. A limitalion of this method was seen to be present !n the case that

the time lag of the rocket system is such that the first tangential mode is un-

stable for sector angles greater that. 1800. For such angles, the oscillating flow past
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the c:,-ner would set up an unsteady vortex pattern with unknown effects on the

stability limits.

From the measurements of angular stability 'imits made for several

combustion chamber configuralions, a qualitativi, but not quantitative,

confirmatio- of the theoretical predictions concerning velocity and Injection

distribution effects was obtaied. The interaction Index values derived trlm

the angular stability limits oe., so low that longltudinal mode Instablbty

was not possible. Tests made with a variable length 300 sector motor did show

no longltuc'rnal mode instability, precluding a quantitaTive ro-nparison of

combustion parameters derived from the two dlffere.t methods. Because oT the

rather large sector angle increment (300) It was Impossible to derive values

of the velocity interac+lons indices.

The experimental phase of the Investigation was not intended to be

exhaustive. Tests were confined to a single injector type and one propellant

combination. However, with the limited number of configurations explored It

was seen that the combustion parameters were strongly dependent on the Injector

spray characteristics and on the nature of the recirculatlon pattern. Therefore,

there is a clear need for systematic investigations into the tactors wlich

influence the sensitive time lag and Interaction Indices (both pressu.-e and

velocity). A possible method for measuring the velocity parameters is

illustrated by Ficre 58. The propellants 're Injected radially Inward from

the chamber wall in a variable length rocket motor. For this manner of

injection, the velocity fluctuations associated with longitudinal modes will

act transversely to the propellant sprays. If the Injeclor section Is placed

near the closed end of the chamber, rne pressure effects will dominate, whereas

locttion of the Injection near the center will maximize the velocity effect.

By measuring stability limits ?or several Injector positions, It should bej possible to deduce valueq of the velocity parameters.
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A factor wh)ich has not been consilered in this investigation is the

possibility of an oscillating injection flow rate. For chambers of the sizes

used in the experimental tests the oscillation frequency is sufficiently h~gh

that the feed system will not respond appreciably to the pressure f!uctuations

in the combustion chamber. However, as tile diameter is increased the frequency

is reduced, with the reuiT t,,at +or :c--7 --ctr-t motors the ircz~l "

the feed system with the combustion chamber can no longer be neglected in the

analysis of high frequency instability. In such problems the analyses of

Scala (5) and COrke (29) should prove helpf-l. However, neither investigator

con'idered wave effects in the feed lines, which have often been observed to

be of considerable importance. Thus, aaditional complications due to adding

injection rate fluctuations will be involved in the application of the

instability theory to large liquid rockets.

In the theoretical developments, the through velocity in the

combustion chamber was restricted to values sufficiently small that the

square of the Mach number could be neglected compared to unity. The present

theory might be carried to Ze= 0.3, corresponding to the Redstone engine,

Dut at tnis point terms of the order of ten percent are being neglectea. In

order to apply the analysis to more recent engines, the restriction on the

velocity will have to be removed, thus adding a great deal of compi.,ity to

the projiem.

The next major step in the investigation of combustlion instability

must be the consideration of nonline&r effects. All of the systematic,

quaniitative work to date has been concerned with linear instability, that

is, with oscillations which are spontaneous!-; initiated. However, even some

of the experiments made in this investigation indicated the presence of

nonlinear phenomena, Particularly in the starting transients. Some types of

injectors (for example, the showerhead and like-on-like) are clearly
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susceplible io nonlinear velocity e:*ects. Also the shattering of liquid

propellant drop!ets by high, amplitude waves has been shown to exert an

important effect on the combustion process. At the present time The thUo-

retical approach to nonlinear instability has barely begun. In addition to

more sophistlcated theoretical techniques, much more refinea instrumentation

and experimental methods will be reqjired. However, the linearized solutic.•

o4 the instabiity problem has yielded much valuable incight into the

co-bustion process in lieuid propelant rockets and should provide a firm

foundatlo. -or the future studies.
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TABLE I

Results of Preliminary Barrier Tests

Test No, Configurtaion Stabilbty Behavior

Full, 6" chamber, 185 psi peak-to-peak
I. injector, spuds tangentiai oscillations

2 lcC sector (insert) Stable

3 Barrier extending from injector
face to nozzle throat Stable

4 Barrier, from injector to
1-3/8" downstre-n Stable

5 Barrier, from injector to
3/4" downstream Stable

3arrier, from injector to
5/8" aownstream STable

7 Barrier, from injector +o 40 psi peak-to-peak
1/2" downstream oscillations.

8 Barrier, from injector to 90 psi pea!,-tu-peak
1/2" downstream oscillations

9 Barrier, from injector to
Ur2" downstream Stable

10 Barrier, from 1/4" from injector 17 psi Deak-tc-peak
to 1-5/8" ..,-nstream oscillet:uns

X~tcb. I. The same injecior and chamber were used on all tests.

2. All instabilities wfre of the first tangential mode.

3. The barriers showed evidenc6 of burning on tests 7 & 3.
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TABLF II

Veiocity Effect Coetficients for Uniform Injeclion,
Fuli Circular Chamber

p SC.(Spnning
Mode h S mode)

First tangential I I 0.19116 0.77402

Second tangcnt.a, 2 1 0.18124 0.C258

First raoiai 0 2 -0. I~v 0.00000

First combined I 2 0.02884 0.22197
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Radial ori.ntation sector tests
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A PENDIX A

Liquid Droolet Dynamics

The steady state droplet cynamics equation describing the inter-

change or momentum between the liquid and gaseous phases has been written as

LUk , -ULj q) (2.5e)

where -k is the momer'un interchange coefi;cient. An approximate expresss•.n

for 4. -, ý,e obtained by consiaer;nQ a non-burning bpneric;; droplet. The

principle of conservation of momentum yields

zd* jeý -ft IT C f(A-1)

wher is the li4,uid density (oimensional), the droplet diameter,
where A . h rpe imtr

CO the drag coefficient, a:and a the jas and liquid velocities. Thus

A (A-2)

which can §e written in terms of the Reinolds number,

as

4- C> Re(A-3)

For Reynolds numbers in 'he range of rocket motor intere.t (-o < 4e, I- ,

C04 is nearly constant, In view of the complexity of 1he riotion of burn-

ing propellart droplets under turbu!eT conditions, it is probably rest to

regard the coefficient as an empirical factor correlating tha liqLid and

gas velocity variations. In dimengionless form



A-2

A solut ~lz of equation (2.5e) can be obtained analyt ical ly by making

thit substitution

which f1cr a 1!ncar var~ation o+~ Ct wit',~ (i.e., a-CI gives the

integrablIe equ~at ion

+ 0z (A-4)

The result is th, cumbersome expression

A

___________a.____ ,__ C (A-5)

A more convenient procedure is to solve equation (2.5e) nu'ierically. For most

purposes the simple difference equation

aLj + ',dA A6

with 'the boundar: condition

yIieds sulficienthly good results. Figure Al s~hows typical solutions for

d if ferent a.(a) prof i i and I valIues.

The equation for the perturbation axial liqu~d velocity is the

first of equations (2.14f),

agL d z-- (A-7)

and the boundary condition is Ut(r)O. Scala (5) has considered the

sulution of ~his equation in defail. His result can be obtained by making
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an order of magnitude 2,alysis. Assumin( that the droplet momentum

coeffiient A and the liquid droplet velocity L are O( O ), as discussed

above in Chapter II, consideration of the steady state droplet equation (2.tbe;

shows that daL is also O( ). From equation (A-7) it can be seen

that L4 is at must O( I, ). Then, assuming that differentiation ioes

not change the order of magr.;tude, i ... and - 9

equation (A-7) are O( L4 ) while the other terms are O( & ). Therefore,

the solution good to terms of O( .e ) is

+SS

However, tn;s order Lf magnitude procedure cannot be used in

gene-ai. since it may not ue possible to satisfy the boundary conditions

when the term containing the highest derivative is neglected. Thus, for

the transverse velocities '.he relations

V_ I_= _& _ -L

S

cainot satisfy the boundary conditions at the injector face, where

but

For either the radial or tangential liquia velocity pmrtxrbations,

the governing equation is

+iT'
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which can be written as

I -
L" (A-9)

An integrating factor for this equation isa-J a/
(.+,s) J ••,

.. 0

Multiplying through by this factor gives

4 -P5f~

It can be seen that the left side is equivalent tz

* P.. - I

Thus Integrating both sides with respect to Z yields

L- = V )L (A-10)

0

The right slde of this equation can be evaluated by inlearating by parts, s,,

that equation (A-!0) becmes

L d1

It is shown in Chapter II that is O( - -' ). Neglecting the

integral term on the right side gives at expression for the liquid ves ocity

perturbation wnich is good to-O( -e.r- ) but no? to 0( 4•.ii ):

:ds

(A-12)

aL (, r, i) -qr',or,O e



A-5

Since is O( Ze' Ir arid z is 0(1), ihen vv() - "j-'(o) is O(4e. ),

or Vtr'(0) -'[)+O('v-•. Also .e z ) Therefore, the final

expression for L;-L can be wr'tten as

-Ar (A-13)
S

where _

K. 2s (A-14)

Fcr ne...t- .J.-ciilations, _ , and for small va!,,es ot the

droplet momentum coefficient, • 'J•, Then

This function is represented by a curve on the complex plane which for

increasing axial distance z spirals inward around tthe point (1,0). As an

example, the function 44 is shown in Figure A2 for * 0 ,

ULM= O.OS , I W= .l1'-9 . (the dimensionless frequency of the firs+

tangential acoustic mrode), and 0 G.
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APPE DIX B

Peiturbation Solution with Axially Concentrated Con'bustlci

When combustion is concentrated near a single axijl station, as

in the case of well mixed propellants, the steady state velocity gradient J-

is locally 0(l). The analysis presei;1ru , Chapter II dssu,,:es . 'he

ve!ocity gradient never exceeds O( - ). The case of axially concentrated

combustion requires a somewhat different and more complicated procedure than

that usmd p-'.iously.

Tie first order perturbation equations, with - 0 , are

s ,L.÷ _--

a (B-2)

(B-4)

+ i (B-5)

The entropy perturbation Is given by

S"'- - -- (B-6)
S/ ,'j, -- .... ( B-61
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At The chamber e-it, where A-, .- > 4 - 0 , as before.

The energy and continuity equations are combined to 6£iminate the

density . Then Ihe set of Hnear partial differential equZaTions to be

solved is

4- 5 i- + dr **.(B-7)

d,.

A, (B-9)

As was done previously, the solutions afe represented as sums of

partial solutions,

0.AA 4  + IA -' s ++L i-~ t~

where is to be identified with the pressure dependen:-, Q ,th the

radial, and Q. witn the tangential, velocitv deDendence.

The right hand side of equation (87) can be simplified by noting

that

The otne-r equations can be treated similarly.
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The equations for the pvrtial solution "A" are

+ LA~) ~ + A, +

Y ( t9-a 2Z

\ -i'- S LL,,

2

The equations for the "B" and "C" partial solutions are of the same form.

For the "D" soIotion, the equations are

•-+ +s O• -

fO I •

Consider first toe set (513). Since the right side of each

equa' ion contains only zeroth order terms, the "D" solutions take the form

D = V, (t) r), , e),• :4

"4ý (t)

,_bsitution of these expressions ito (133) gives
d (uc + Po +, So .-

'SV + P- • _ O
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Elimin~ling '• uetween the first .,.d third of equations (B-15) yields the

pair

-, F,, Z ~ .. F... (. . 5 / •" .-- , I( - 6

As new dependent variables, define

S' Po (B-I17)

•" 3"(B-18)

Then

- + S •s:.-i , -- E.

(B-19)

and 2f(B-20)

,_( ._,, -)ap,• o at + 0= (Ci'e•

Eliminatina 0 from (B-19) gives the second order equation for B(

+- .,L = / S -z F .03-21)

Now- B is O(C e, an) -41d is C(Te)

Therefore, (B-21) simplifies to

-F z
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or

5=S F(•')a4- +=' E(•")•"4 PD(o) (8-22)r r
_(o) (()7B-2

since • ;oy=0 B ( ()0). __ Thus, +he result, good to (i.) , is

I (B3-23)

00.

-whicn is identical to (2.50).

Thp+•, sut•• u ns '"A, "B3, aiid "C" are sl ightly more

complicated because the terms on the right-hand side of the eqcations are

firAt order quantities rather than zerot., order.

All three solutions follow the same procedure; the "A" solution

will be shown in detail,

The equc-tio:s .o .'_ ;z._'.e s ot tir.ear, non-homogeneous,

simultaneous partial differertl;A equations (2-12). The press-ire, velocl+ies,

aid burning rata3 are expanded in the trnsverse elgenfunctions

Af_9 ~pj 1) ) N=.,()

f~ 11 (9-24)

pro 9=
Then, +or each )9 pair, the equations to be solved ere

4-4C U 4p (B-25'IA "--V

y 14 AP
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Eliminating S'VA• 9 am the f irst equation by means of ihe

third of equations (B-25) gives

4 C, • 4Z f 4( AtA M (B-26)

44 /a L)A ))-

By analogy with the I'D" solution, ,ie.: uer.rndent variables az. de :

S VI (B-27)

In terms of these variables, equations (B-26) can be written as before,

-S1 - /•
(B-28)

where

(B-29)
/ 2

P9 PAP9 - H q + \/•zV,,
Solving for in equations (B-28) gives

where the bounac-, conditions, as for the 'D" so i uln, 1 -.-e

For , . , the solution is obtained by the method

of variation of constants as

-5 +S2 (B-31)
d(o
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However, the solution of inkurest in determini •g the stability criteria is

thaT for P• , , for which S4-S, =(g)• Then the equaticon

for j is

5-- d- F,',B1-32)-- I

where to O( LGe ), the functions d "e,, are

V $7

Now HOI4 is def "'.•- by

and neglecting higher order terms,

H.A. = 6' Fo
so that

FAA -4 1.3A .- ,j(0
0

or

5: -~'Jiu ) dvI + 02)3
Poo o 00o

Th;s is the same result as presented in equations (2.49) and (3.12a). The

botui ions for PR•1, and , exhibit the szme 'enavior, s",,w-;.g that

although the velocity gradient may be locally 0(0), the overall

effect is the same as if it were of the same order as the velocity itself.



AF 'L;NDIX C

Nozzle Admittance Coefficients

in Chapter III a relation between the pressure, velocity, and

entrop/ perturbations at the entrance of the nozzle was introduced as
the boundary conditicn at the nozzic vnd of the combustion cý,Zaiioer. Thy

-"admittance relation" for neutral oscl!,atlons in a s'.perzritlcal nozile

was derived by Crocco, first for longittioinai modes of osc. Ilation (Refer-

ence I, A:,nenaix B), and later extended by him to transverce moaes. A

brief description of the latter derivation is given in Reference 25. The

purpose of this Appendix ;s to discuss the calculation of the admittance

coefficients and to present the results obtained for two4/plcal cases.

Tne transverse admittance relation for axisymmetric flow Is

Pe0

(0-2)

&re the admittance coefficients (the notAtion here differs somewhat fo

that of Reference 25). In the expressions (C-2), Q , C , W ,andK

refer to steady state gas velocity and sound velocity, oscilldtion fre-

quency, and specific heat ratio, respectively, just as in Chapter III,

although a different nondimeisional ization scheme has been used. The

auxiliary functions and ' will be discussed below.
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The independeri viriable in the analysis of the oscillatory nozzle flow

was taken as the steady state velocity potential • , defined by the equation

S(C-3)

The velocity profile in the nozzl"s is determined .y the converge- section

geometry, although it has bef, -- . onvenient in ThJis cAcI' 1 ation to find

a convenient analytical expression for X(1) which approximates well the

actual velocity variation, which can be determined only by numerical methods.

T1,e bd.ittance coeffici -ts may be obtained for •n entire family

of nozzles at one time. This fatily consists ol all nozzles obtained from

a single nozzle by a change of scale in the axial direction. That is, CEL(V

is specifiea rather than •(1J , where K is an arbitrary multiplicative

constant, and it is clear that

The parameter of affinity K car, be defined in many ways. in the present

calculation it has been taken as the (dimensionless) velocity gradient at the

throat, i.e.,

~ (~2)(C-4)
Then the following transformation can be made in order- to `n-luct.- al! nozzles

of the family in the calculation of T1he cof.;cients:

=. (C-5)

I =
"•21 - 3
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Insertion o4 these expressions inio the d~rinitions of the admittance

coefficients gives:

•= <- .

_ • •. •'(C-6)

C-

All quantities in The nozzle analysis have been nondlmenslonalized

by corresponding values at the nozzle throat section: lengths by the throat

radius, pressures by the throat (critical) pressure, veiocities Dy the sonic

velocity at the throat, etc. In order to match the nozzle conditions to the

corresponding combustion chamber conditions at the entrance of the nozzle,

the following relations are used,

& ' 4(C-7)

where S= W is tne ratio of the actual chamber oscillation

frequency to the frequency of acousTic oscillations, and AGI/• is

the nozzle contraction ratio, whicn is uniquely related to the Mach

numuer aT The nozzle entrance Lie

Calculations have been carried out for two convergent section

geometries, which will be referred to as the "linear" and "conical" nozzles,

respectively. The physic&! profiles of the nozzle's are shown in Figure Cl,
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arnd the correspoo.ing veiocity prof ies io Figure C.2 The linear nozzle is

constructed so -that the velocity varies linearly with distance ;!ong the

axis in the converging section. The resulting expression for

UL t +- X (C-8)

where the throat section corresponas to x=O end the positive Y

direction is the direction of i,, --- ts in some siinol ic-A,' in the

computations. The velocity profiie 1i the conical r.zzic, is decidedly not

linear, as shown in Figure C2. However, because of the circular arc throat

section,. t.c velocity variation can De taken as linea- in tfri vici-2+y of the

throat section, then bet-een the throat section ana a stalion a short distance

away, the velocity can be represented by an expression of the form of

equaTion tC-C). Beyond that station, a more complicated expression is

necessary. For the 300 hali-angle convergent section geometry used in the

experimental phase of the transverse instability investigation, the follow-

ing expressions nave been found Tu approximate well the subsonic velocity

distribution:
•-•-- ~ ~ Xt !5 xxx,,, :5 0• -

0 (.401 - 0o. 2 1 9 X X.94z8)•

where 9b is the station of changeovei from the linear to the non!inear

velucir-y profile, and Xf is the limit of the range of interest of the

calculations.

The caiculation process may be thought of as having three stag's:

first, the solurion of the differential equation for the auxiliary function

7 second, the calculation of tne other iunctic-.3 '" 2,

and , and third, the computation 0T the admittance coefficients.
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II
The function s satisties 1-ne cc'nplex Riccaji equation

+ ( • (c-10)

where

+-l az d-j

1- E ' O j2>

W 2r
4

Equation (C-10) is equivalent to two-eeal equations

_€' , ( ,I ~ f' cC-Il)

- _ ~-; t&~ )-2 ~'~(C-12)

where = '. These differential equation: are nonlinear, and

have a singulari+;, at the origin, which corresponds to the nozzle throat,

where LZ-- I . The boundary conditions for the functions and

1 / are taken from the physical condit;on that •l be regular at the

sonat lnru-i (sea Reference I, Appendix B). Therefore, the solution must

be s-ari'ed at X = 0. This can be done by expanding and in

power series about the origin. In a certain range, x , a

suitable approximation is obtained by keeping only terms up to the first

power in x. The solution in this range is found to be

Z YD)L+4V Z A[- L (C-13)
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' ,-4 U(C-. 14)

__ 'A. ~ 0 -ýO 7

where

(241'L +), -W- 2a' PIO 6-'t•J/ 4- W, 2.

'2-

Beyond tne station • , the solution can proceed withott difficulty

because there are no other singularities in the range of interest. In

tne present computation, the diffore1;rn equations were integrated by

means o.• Ine method of Ruflqe-iKutta, which evaluates the aependent variable

at each x-step by means of the derivative calcula.ed lo~ally. That is,

9 en

r1

then

where

A x

6Ax- f(,*+ 1

x = 6 ,

Explic-.: integral expressions can ne founa for the auxiliary

i'ar bles ! Sz " 'for example,

r c

How~er b-caseof I~ecci...r nalure of the inter-ano, it was aecided

to evaluate tne auxiliary variaoles by airecT numerical integration of the
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following differential equations:

L O(0-16)

.- a

r I

I '2.- %

The integration of equations .C-i to (C-;8) proceeds in tne same manner

as that discussed above for equations (C-1i) and (C-12). The iact tihat

this procedure leaves the functions T and undetermined at the

origin IS unimportint in the calculation of tne admittance coe.riJents.

Although it is convenient comceptually to divide the co~npul.,tton

process into three stages, in practice it is possible to carry out the

calculations of all stages in one operation, at ?ach A-station. A single

integration till thus give the coefficients for a wide range of chamber

exit Mach number values, but for only one value of the fequ-ncy and mode

II
parameters 1 S The oscillator, nature of the

functions involved in the integration process make it necessory to use a

small value of the integ--tion step 4. . In order to cover a range

of Mach numbers down +o 0.0, with Ax =0.001, some 19C0 intearaiion

steps are required. For use in comparing the theoretical and experimental

results, especially in the case of the sector motor, a rather wide range is
/

required for the parameter S , whi~e the reduced frequency •/ V

is restricted to a fairly narrow range. However, in order to make the

results more general, a much wider frequency range was used. The calculations

were madp for values of $: b'tween I tnd 5, and for / between
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0.1 and ;,0. iI is inleresting to compare the approxir.;ate times required

by various computational methoHý to perform the calculations for 50 pairs

of vaiueL of and JYA

desk caicu:ator --- 1000 years
IBM 650 ------------- 5CO hours
IBM 7t-4 6 hours
IBM 7090 ------------ 1-1/2 hotrs

Typical results of trie c:-*u! - ions are sha.,n i,• ig-:e - thrcugh

CIO. The coei+ie.n;ts plo+ied re .F- and E

where

-~ rf

= ~r (0-19)

since the nozzle adm~ii!nce rela+ion is used in the form

d7 Po"-:-j~~j~ (C-20)

for the analysis of purely transverse modes with combustion complete at the

nozzie entrance (see Chapter III). Figures C3 and C4 show Er and E

for a conical nozzle with a chamber exit Mach number of 0.05; Figures 05 and C6

are plotted for a Mach number of 0.10. Corresponding values of the admittaihce

coefficients obtained for the I inear nozzle are presented In Figures 07 to C*O.

The Orange of interest" shown on the graphs of the coeifc,-"-.s is that cor-

respording to chamber oscillation frequencies within +10 percent of the

acoustical oscil!ation frequency. This restriction of tne chamber frequency

range has been observed experimentally, and is relaT-.4 to the theoretical

assumption that the axial velocity perturbation is an order of magnituoe

sma ler than the pressure and radial velocity perturbations. It can be seen

that the admitta.,ce coefficients for the corical nozzle 'ar 1 n•ore rapidly

with frequency thai du thuse fur the i:.ear nozzle. However, in the range

SDf interest of this study. the coefficients for the two nozzles are of

approximately the same magnitude.
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